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side. His official report says he lost
narrower than Its foundation. If It
150 killed and wounded, while 2 in
ever deemed advisable to Increase the
surgents were killed and 6 taken
heiRht of the structure all that will
prisoners. ,
be nece.warv is to build from the
bottom up on the interior face. When
the height of the present dam Is
Report of Battle Confirmed
reached the work can be continued
Salt Lake, March 9. The Mormon
feet.
to any height up to ninety-fiv- e
church authorities here are in receipt
This foresight will enable the Agua
of a telegram from the Mormon col
Pura company to keep pace with the
ony at Dublan, Mex., giving brief parof the city even though Las
MANY LAS VEGANS JOURNEY TO growth
FEDERALS AND INSURRECTOS IN ticulars of the insurgent defeat near MEXICAN MINISTER OF FINANCE
Vegas should become a community of
Casas Grandes. The number of fed
PETERSON CANYON TO
MEXICO DO SOME ACTUAL
S
30,000 people.
eral troops engaged was 1,500, while CLOSETED WITH J. p. MORGAN
FIGHTING
EVENT
The water Is admitted into the re
AND OTHER FINANCIERS
the Insurgents numbered 1,000. The
servoir through three inlets, which
rebel loss was 200 and the federal
are located in the gate chamber,
MEANS UNFAILING SUPPLY
MADERO'S FORCE IS ROUTED 100.
TALK OYER THE SITUATION
circular structure on the Inner face
of the dam. Each of the Inlets Is
BUSY DAY AHEAD OF TAFT
AGUA
CASAS
inches in diameter. In HE
RETREATS FROM
PURA COMPANY'S
NEW twenty-fou- r
REPORTED REPRESENTATIVE OF
of
the
Atlanta, Ga., March 9. President
the gate house on the summit
GRANDES LEAVING DEAD
STORAGE BASIN IMPOUNDS
BRITISH GOVERNMENT
WAS
Taft will have a busy time of it when
chamber are .the levers by
gate
FIELD
ON
TO
63,000,000 GALLONS
JOIN
THEM
comes
to Atlanta tomorrow to ad
he
which the inlets and outlets are con
dress the annual meeting of the
trolled. It is possible to use all
A SUBSTANTIAL IMPROVEMENT thrpe inlet9 at once or to utilize only REBELS WIN ATCUMURIPA Southern Commercials congress. The DEPLORES ALARMING RUMORS
4
one or two of them. By this arrange
principal features of the day's pro
as finally arranged by the
of water In the
gram,
ment
circulation
the
IT GIVES THIS CITY BEST SYSTHERE THEY DEFEAT GENERAL local
DIAZ CABINET OFFICER PRAISES
committee, will be a luncheon
reservoif can be controlled. The waWHO
IS
LORENZO
TEM OF ITS KIND IN THE
TORRES,
TAFT'S NOTE OF AS.
at the Capital City club as the guest
ter is conveyed to the damslte In a
SEVERELY WOUNDED
of the Chamber of Commerce, a re
SOUTHWEST
ASSURANCE
sixteen Inch main from the Agua
ception by Governor and Mrs. Brown
Pura company's reservoirs in the Hot
In the wind-sweNew York, March 9. Jose Ives Li- El Paso, Tex., March 9. A delayed at the executive (mansion, an ad
Peterson
Springs canyon.
The Inlet pipes can be used also as message dated Casae Grandes, March dress to the negroes of the city 'at mantour minister of finance, conferred
ybn, five miles north of Las Vegas, a
the Central Avenue Methodist church, today on the Mexican situation with
frail little woman yesterday afternoon outlets, the water being diverted In
and received here today, gives some
dinner at the Piedmont
Driving
P. Morgan, D. P. Bennett, vice- turned a lever. Her action marked to the mains leading; to town through
details of a disastrous defeat suffered club, and an address at
night before president of the National Railway of
the completion and putting into serby the insurrecto force under Fran- the commercial congress.
Mexico and several financiers.
vice of an improvement which, though
(Continued on Page Four)
It
cisco Madero, provisional presidentwas said that Cecil Grenfell, a mem
the property of a private corporation,
Bets another mark in Las Vegas' forber of the British parliament, was
The battle was fought near Cacas
expected to join the conference. Comward progress and means comfort and HOPE GEM BRINGS
Grandes and resulted, according to TODAY ROOSEVELT
on President Taft's message
menting
protection for every citizen of the
the dispatch, in the retreat of the
of assurance to President Diaz, Senor
two cities on the banks of the Gallilnsurrectos, after a loss of 200 killed
naa for many years to come the
DAY IN ATLANTA Llmantour said:
M'LEAN
TO
and wounded, 300 saddle horses, their
GRIEF
"This communication from Presi
Agua Pura company's new 63,000,000
machine guns and 12 wagon loads of
dent Taft to President Diaz, will, I
gallon reservoir.
and ammunition. Thirty-siam sure, be reassuring to my govAt the invitation of F. H. Pierce, NEW YORK JEWELER SUES NEW supplies
CENTER OF
Americans, fighting with the lnsurrec- THE
ernment and should be to my people,
manager for the Agua Pura company,
were taken
tos,
OWNER OF UNLUCKY DIAprisoners. The INTEREST AT SOUTHERN COMwho naturally have been greatly dis
a large number of representative
Americans were in the front ranks
MERCIAL CONGRESS
MOND FOR $180,000
statebusiness men1 and city officials were
by the sensational
couraged
during the battle and four of them
ments made in the press. I greatly
present to witness the lnauguaration
were found lying dead in one heap
Atlanta, Ga., March 9. The dele- regret the tone of many of the comfor use of the huge undertaking
Washington, March 9. The great soon after the fighting commenced.
Commercial ments made by the press on the whole
which lhas engaged the attention of Hope diamond, traditionally carrying The lnsurrectos stood the cannonad gates to the Southern
matter, and also the number of false
the brains and strained the muscles ill luck, brought its first trouble to ing 12 hours
before
retreating. Congress faced a formidable program
of sixty men night and day for five its present owner, Edward B. Mc Colonel Samuel Garcia Guelar, of of addresses and discussions at the rumors, which are daily printed about
Mexico. It Is impossible for me to
long months. Mayor K. D. Goodall, Lean of Washington, husband or President Diaz' staff, commanded the beginning of the v&and day's session
understand why sensational developmembers of the council, bankers, busi- Evelyn Walsh McLean, formerly of federals.
this morning.
ments should be expected between
ness and professional men and many Denver, yesterday, when he was sued
The sentiment there
is strong
two
This
the
Roosevelt
at
.was
peoples whose relations are so
for
court
day
ladies saw the glint of sunlight on in the district supreme
against the Americans and the Morwell defined as those of Mexico and
arCartier
The
former
Pierre
congress.
president
mon colonies, nearby, fear reprisals.
the first trickling stream of water $180,000, alleged by
the United States and who are living,
To offset this an official report to rived this afternoon. He was met at
that was discharged from the large jeweler of New York, Jo be due in
is
It
the
alleged General Luis Torres, military com the station by the Atlanta companies and for a long time have lived, such
gem.
payment for
inlet pipe in the dam.
good neighbors."
on a mander of the
As the stream steadily increased in that $40,000, the first payment
region, shows a se- of the Fifth Georgia regiment of In
'
v
in
vere defeat suffered by the federals
volume and shot" for several feet into total of $180,000, was not made
officials of the chamber of
fantry,
Well
Diaz
Apparenly
is said that under General Lorenzo Torres, at
space before dropping Into the reser- January, as agreed. It
commerce and of the Commercial
New York, March 9. In view of the
B.
Edward
of
father
R.
Torres
General
McLean,
John
admiration
murmur
of
a
Cumuripa, Monday.
voir below
congress.
renewed reports concerning the ill
ran through the crowd. Two of the McLean, endeavored to have the was severely wounded In the left
World as a Market for the
'The
three Inlets were utilized yesterday jewel returned to Cartier, who is said
South" was the general theme of the
afternoon. The water was discharg- to have declined to take it back.
day. On various phases of the gener.
LAGUE OUTBREAK
A CURE FOUND Fflll
ed first through the second inlet,
al topics the congress listened to
the
from
feet
Which is about thirty
addresses
BIRMINGHAM AWAITS T. R.
by M. Jusserand, the
bottom of the reservoir. The water
AT MISSION STATION
French ambassador at Washington;
9. Au
March
Ala,,
Birmingham,
INFANTILEPARALYSIS John
was turned in promptly at 3 o'clock. enthusiastic welcome awaits
Barrett, director of the Interna
Less than fifteen minutes later, al- dent Theodore Roosevelt, who is com-intional Bureau of American Republics;
EPIDEMIC RAGING AT
though great volumes of water, had
to DR. SIMON FLEXNER, OF ROCKE Bernard N. Baker, a Baltimore capita- SEVERE
tomorrow
to
Birmingham
to
FIFTY MILES
S.
minister
U.
D.
C.
SIOKHO,
been discharged through the iirst InLaSherrill,
list;
Child
National
FELLER INSTITUTE, SOLVES
speak before the
Colonel L. D. Tyson of
let the water had risen to such bor Conference. Upon hist arrival
FROM AMOY
Argentine;
DEADLY GERM
Knoxville, representing the Southern
a height in the gate chamber in the city he will be greeted by a
a
at
height
textile Interests; John Temple Graves
that the upper inlet,
the
of
Birmingcommittee
Amoy, China, March 9. A severe
reception
New York, March 9. After many of New York and several other men
of nearly fifty feet from the ham Chamber of Commerce, whose
of the bubonic plague is re
epidemic
foot of the dam, began discharging guest he will be while here. In the months of work, the Rockefeller. In of national or International reputa- ported at Siokho, a village west of
stitute In this city believes its search tion.
its stream into the reservoir No
forenoon he will address the school
the Lung Kiang river, fifty miles from
No regular session of the con
was noticed in the amount children assembled in Capital Park. for a cure for infantile paralysis,
Siokho is the seat of the mis
Inwhich heretofore has baffled every gress was held this afternoon. In- Amoy.
of water coming through the first
At luncheon he will be the guest of effort
of the Board of Foreign
sion
station
ineven
learn
to
the
of physicians,
stead, the time was given over to Missions of the Reformed Church of
let to be opened while the upper
Governor O'Neal and other prominto be rewarded. Within six a reception of the delegates by Gov
let rapidly attained an equal dis. ent men of Alabama. The afternoon cause, is
to Dr. Simon Flex-ne-r, ernor Brown and the visiting gover- America.
'according
tower.
months,
the
in
lower
with
that
charge
will be devoted to seeing the city
announcement
of a spe nors. Tonight the address of Colonel
definite
It was an interesting and Inspiring and in the evening Colonel Roosevelt
The Theodore Roosevelt on "The South's ANDREWS TO PUSH STATEHOOD
be
cific
may
expected.
remedy
will deliver his address before the
sight
means of its prevention and the how, Obligation In Statesmanship and Busiwitnessed
who
Washington, March 9 Delegate in
the
people
Many of
child labor conference.
why and whereof of the tiny germ ness Endeavor," and tomorrow the Congress W. H. Andrews will Introgazed
1ia little ceremony yesterday
already have been discovered.
address of President Taft will aid in duce in the house a joint resolution
for the first time on the big dam,
WEDDING
PUGSLEY-ROSot
size
at
the
the congress what seems al- for approval of the New Mexico conastonished
making
were
They
HORSE UNHITCHED
LEFT
A wedding of
9.
March
the most successful stitution on the first day of the special
assured
Montreal,
uuauuv
ready
the structure ana us buhu
In leaving his horse unhitched in as well as the largest and most rep- session of congress. Mr. Andrews has
was that of Miss Marion
note
of
today
praise
expressions
tion.
Many
of Dr. and the street this afternoon Charles resentative meeting ever held In the been assured that the house will
were heard from persons in the crowd Howard Ross, daughter
T. Ross of this city, and Onion violated a city ordinance, the Interest of the development of the again approve the constitution by
to
Mrs.
George
from
top
constructed
The dam is
Mr. William G- - Pugsley, son of Hon existence of which is not known by new eouth:
unanimous vote and will do this im
bottom of reinforced concrete. It is
Ben
Marshal
of public by many people.
minister
City
William
hills
Pugsley,
among
mediately so that one man cannot preas stable and firm as the
ceremony Coles, who saw the horse, knows
Canada. The
of
works
vent
its passage in the senate as was
feet
235
is
dam
The
rests.
which it
NO IMMUNITY BATHS
He
American
about
the
however.
the
in
ordinance,
case
was
ex
the
performed
recently when Senator Owen
in length at the top, including the
Detroit, March 9. Judge Dennison of Oklahoma filibustered.
and was follow- arrested Onion, who paid the costs
church
several
Presbyterian
buried
are
tremities, which
ed by a reception at the home of the in the case after pleading guilty be in the federal court today, overruled
feet in the sides of the hills to insure
fore Police Judge D. R. Murray. The the special plea for an "immunity
bride's
parents.
the
of
VMUST PAY $575,000 FINE
stability. The average height
council,
deeming it dangerous to bath," recently entered by individual
reserdam above the bottom of the
"bath-tuGa., March 9. Benjamin
Atlanta,
In
the
leave horses untied in the streets, defendants
voir is fifty feet although in one
D. Greene and John F. Gaynor, found
SIGNS ENVELOPE CONTRACT
trust"
ordinance
an
some
time
prosecutions.
ago
passed
feet. The
fifty-fiv- e
Washington, March 9 By affixing prohibiting the practice.
place it reaches
guilty of defrauding the government
Many peo
into
feet
thirteen
extends
the
for
contract
a
foundation
his signature to
connection with Charleston harbor
in
the
pie violate the ordinance and
were sent back to the
the bedrock beneath the bottom manufacture of stamped envelopes police have determined to break them
Improvements,
AVALANCHE CRUSHES
of the reservoir. , At the base and stamped newspaper wrappers, of the habit. A serious runaway is
federal prison here yesterday. They
were denied the privilege of taking
the dam Is fifteen feet in thickness, Postmaster General Hitchcock put an likely to result from leaving even the
DEATH
while at the top it Is four feet. It is eridrfor at least four years, to the most
NINETEENTH
the pauper's oath and swearing off the
gentle horse unhitched as some
not built on straight lines,' its faces contest that ' has been waged for
fine of $575,000 Imposed by the govanimal.
Is
the
likely to frighten
thing
"offer the great- more than a
ernment in connection with prison
quarter of a century by
being so curved as to
AT TIFLIS SIXTEEN WERE ALSO Benteirces.
est resistance to the force of the the newspapers to take this workout STRANDED SAILORS RESCUED
The
Agua
INJURED AND 70
, FATALLY
be
impounded.
to
of
'waters
the government.
of the hands
'
Norfolk, Va., March 9 Undaunted
as
HURT
,
OTHERS
Pura company built for the futureconYUMA DAM BREAKS
after a day and night of continuous
well as the present when it
storms
Ariz., March 9. A serious
worst
this
Yuma,
the
one
of
battle in
INSANE NEGRO KILLS EIGHT
structed the , ' new reservoir. The
9.
An
break
avalanche
in
the partly constructed dam
In
March
coast
has
years,
Tlflls,
experienced
March
Ky.,
Glasgow,
foundation .. is built of sufficient
across the new channel of the Colonear
tent
a
the
buried
here,
of
last
rescued
worklngmen's
eight
to
insane.kill
night
be
said
a
of Masty, negro,
strength "to" bear up the weight
or more men on board the while the occupants were sleeping, rado river has occurred. Government
ed a negro deputy sheriff and seven thirty-fiv- e
a dam nlnetf feet in height, or nearly
steamer
stranded
Manchuria, which last night Nineteen were killed, IB officials say that about 175 feet of
conn
in
Hart
of
his family
In members
double thatof the structure put,
and 70 others sustain- trestle and rock dumped on each side
ty last night A posse, is scouring lies 300 feet from the beach, three fatally Injured
use yesterday.
of it have been carried away.
hurts.
minor
Island.
ed
Little
of
south
miles
the country for Masty today.
The new. dam' Ts' thus wremlieet

WATER IS TURNED

INTO

DC

$75,000

RESERV IIR

HUNDREDS FALL

JOSE LIMANTOUR

IN TOO BLOODY

CONFERS WITH

BATTLES

CAPITALISTS

WIT-NES-

'

CITY EDITION

health of President Diaz, it can be
stated that a dispatch from the Asso
ciated Press correspondent In Mexico
City, received last night, &id he per
sonally had seen the president the
previous night, when he was in apparent good health. Another dispatch
received last night, from Mexico City,
referred to Diaz receiving Admiral
Lagarte, at 5 p. m., and later conferring with the governor of Guanajua
SUDDEN
MOVEto. No fruther advices have been re REITERATES
MENT OF FIGHTING FORCES
ceived.
IS FOR "PRACTICE"

TAFT SEEKS

RUMORS

Taft Reassures Ambassador
THE MOVE
Washington, March 9. President 17,000 TROOPSJN
Taft today assured Senor De La
Barra, that the statement Issued in ARMY IS HURRYING
TOWARD
Mexico City last night through the
TEXAS WITH CLOCK-LIKAmerican embassy, accurately reprePRECISION
sented the attitude of this government
in sending 20,000 troops to Texas.
He told the ambassador that the SAN ANTONIO IS PREPARED
troops were sent there for maneuvers
and that there was nothing in the
movement that should excite alarm FORT SAM HOUSTON AN IDEAL
CAMPING GROUNDS FOR
or cause unusual interest.
E

VAST FORCE
BANTAMWEIGHTS

MATCHED

March 9. Johnny Coulon,
bantamweight champion, and Harry
Forbes, the former champion, were
today matched to fight ten rounds at
Kenosha, Wis., on March 28.
Chicago,

NEW INSTRUCTOR

-

S

b

life-save-

"

10

ALLAYALAR1NG

-

g

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It'a So

FOR THE NORMAL
MISS VIOLA E. WOOD, OF WISCON
SIN, TO TEACH DOMESTIC
SCIENCE

"

Miss Viola E. Wood today- - wired to
President Frank H. H. Roberts her
acceptance of the position of nead of
the domestic science department of
the New Mexico Normal University.
The message came from lima, 0
where Miss Wood has been visiting
friends. Miss Wood, who will replace
Miss Jessie Rambo, lately resigned, Is
admirably equipped for her work.
She Is a graduate of the Fall River,
Wis., high school and finished a four
years' course in the Stone Point Normal school- Miss Wood holds a life teachers'
certificate in the state of Wisconsin.
She is equipped to teach domestic
science, basket weaving, physical cul
ture and many other subjects. Having
had six years' experience as a teach
er, she doubtless will prove a valuable
member of the Normal faculty. The
new teacher is also proficient In athletics and is a good singer.
Since Mies Rambo's resignation
the Normal has considered several
people to succeed her and Miss Wood
was deemed the best woman for the
place. She wi'l be here for the open
ing of the spring term Monday.
AWAITS ENGINEER'S REPORT
On account of the fact that Civil

Engineer George E. Morrison has not
completed the maps and plans for use
in the building of the sewer system
in the district designated by the city
council at its last meeting the coun
cil did not meet last night In reg
ular session. Instead it will meet at
the call of Mayor K. D. Goodall as
soon as Mr. Morrison has completed
his work, which will be In a few days.
Because of snow and cold weather,
Mr. Morrison experienced considerable
delay in running some of his lines,
though he was able to do consider
able of his work in his office. He is
changing the lines for the sewer
mains from the streets, where they
were placed In the Rosewater survey,
to the alleys. As soon as the engineer's report, which will contain estimates, Is received, the council will
be ready to ask for bids for sewer
construction.
SUNDAY SCHOOL

WORKERS

Fort Worth, Tex., March 9. Opening today with a 'arge attendance
in
and everything
good working
order, the annual convention of the
Texas Sunday School association bids
fair to be the medium of much accomplishment in ithe Sunday school
field throughout the state,
Sunday
school workers of national reputation
are on the four days' program and
the discussions will cover a wide
range of topics. The big feature ot
the gathering will be a monster parade' next Saturday, when It is expected that 10,000 Sunday school pu
pils Will march through the streets
of Fort Worth.

Washington, March 9. The
real significance of the sudden
f out in Washington. There Is
f the standing army of the Unit-- ted States and a formidable por- - ttion of the navy, along the Mex- - tlean frontier, gradually is leaking
f- out In Washington.
There Is
no possibility of an official veri- flcatlon, yet this seems to be the
f situation as obtained from vari
ous sources:
About the time of the return
of Ambassador Wilson to Wash- f ington from Mexico, he received
advices indicating Increasing un-:f rest in Mexico, and that the rev- asser-.-- f
olutlon, notwithstanding
tions of Mexican officials to the
f contrary, had extended in many
directions. The whole country is
said to be in an unsettled con- dltion, made more serious by twhat was Bald to be the precarl- ous state of health of President
Diaz. There Is known to be no
little
feeling tamong the Mexicans generally,
and It was feared developments
at any moment .might precipi- t-tate a chaotic condition with a
probable demonstration against
all foreigners. This alleged state
of affairs, It Is said, was discussed with deep concern at the
White House, with the result
that the suggestion was made
that it would be the part of
forethought to concentrate near
the Mexican border a force sut-ficient to meet any emergency f
that might arise. This move- ment was to take the form or
maneuvers. But the intrepreta- tion, which instantly was placed
on the move by the newspapers
and the people of the country,
disconcerted the administration
and the president and his advls-- f
ers hastened to relieve the ten
sion in both countries by tele
graphing an emphatic declaration of the harmless Intent of
this government- - Meanwhile ac tcurate information as to the roal
condition of affairs In Micico,
especially as to the health of
President Diaz, Is awaited in
Washington with great ln:srest.

Troops Making Fast Time
Washington, March 9. Still under
the guise of peaceful maneuvers, the
advance of the United States army
toward the southern frontier is pro
ceeding rapidly and In perfect order.
Telegraphic advices today indicate
that practically all of the 17,000 men
are rapidly moving southward, with
ample commissary and ammunition
supplies. The navy, like the army, is
carrying out Its part of the operations
without the semblance of a hitch.
Vessels comprising the fifth division
of the Atlantic fleet are completely
supplied and are prepared to sail for
Guantanamo on a moment's notice.
Official Washington insists that the
movement la a technical military experiment and has no relation to the
Mexican situation.
The question ot the safety of foreign interests in Mexico has been
the subject of a formal discussion
by the foreign nations with this government. This was learned from an
official source today, but It was un- ( Continued

on Pa pe Five)
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SANTA FE GROWS

HE SUPPLY FOR
THE FUTURE
THIS

RAILROAD

SYSTEM

OWNS

IMMENSE

EUCALYPTUS
GROVE IN CALIFORNIA

One of the greatest problems con
fronting the American railroads is the
question of timber for the future tie
Timber rapidly la growing
scarcer, and before many years, if the
matter is not considered now, the
'railroads practically will be unable to
meet the demands of their roadbeds.
Various Bchemes have been sug
Tie
gested, with varying success.
treating is one of the most popular
methods used to preserve the life of
ties. Railroads flind that by the creo- soting process the length of a tie can
be prolonged several years. Nearly
all of the larger railroad systems now
have large tie treating stations which
employ large forces of men.
Experiments of various kinds have
been made to conserve the tie supply.
Many have sought substitutes. Iron
ties have been tried, but have given
poor results, principally because of
their expansion during hot weather
and also because of the expense.
Of the western roads, and probably
In the lead of all the railroads of
America, Is the Santa Fe. A new machine has been built under the direction of the mechanical officials of the
company which promises much In the
This machine,
preservation of ties.
designed by H. W. Jacobs, assistant
of motive power,
superintendent
It
drives a screw spike in the tie.
lias been found by observation that
tlie old fashioned spike greatly distorts the grain of the wood and subjects the tie to the action of the elements, hastening an early decay. This
invention has been tried, and in central Kansas several miles of track
have been laid by this machine. It
yet is too early, however, to speak
authentically of the results, but San- ta Fe officials believe the invention
has every Indication of success. Other
roads are watching the experiment,
and should this Invention prove to
have all the favorable points the
anta Fe believes it to have, probably will be adopted generally.
Another method In which the San
ta Fe has taken the initiative, Is the
growing of its own trees from which
will be drawn the future supply of
the road. After extensive experimenting and investigation, covering a peSupply.

"

(Contlnued on Page Four)

Feet So Sore

Couldn't Walk

Down Stairs- -

TIZ Cured HerQuick. f

fife5
If you have sore feet, tired feet,
sweaty feet, lame feet, tender feet,
smelly feet, corns callouses or bun
Ions, read what happened to Mrs,
TIZ.DID
Crockett, of Jeffersonville.
IT. Mr. Crockett says: "After the
second treatment she walked down-star- s
one foot at a time. She has
not been able to walk downstairs be
fore In past five years, except by
stepping down on each step with one
foot at a time. This Is remarkable
Send five more boxes."
No matter what ails your feet or
what under heaven you have used
without getting relief, Just use TIZ.

it
It's different It acts right
cures sore feet to stay cured. It"3
the only foot remedy ever made
which acts on the principle of draw
lng out all the poisonous exudations
off.

which cause sore feet. Ppwders and
other remedies merely clog up the
pores. TIZ cleans them out and
keeps them clean. You wll feel bet
ter the first time It's used. Use it
a week and you can forget you ever
had sore feet. There is nothing on
earth that can compare with it TIZ
Is for sale at. all druggists,' 25c, per
box, or direct, if you wish, from
Walter Luther Dodge & Co., Chlca-- .
v
go, 111. For sale by all druggists,

NO DYSPEPSIA OR
UNDIGESTED

FOOD

There would not be a case of indi
gestion here if readers who are sub
ject to stomach trouble knew the
' and digestremendous
tive virtue contained in Dlapepsln.
This harmless preparation will digest
a heavy meal without the slightest fuss
or discomfort, and relieve the sour
est acid stomach in five minutes, besides overcoming all foul, nauseous
odors from the breath.
Ask your pharmacist to show you
the formula, plainly printed on each
case of Pape'a Diapepsln, then
you will readily understand why this
promptly cures indigestion and removes such symptoms as heartburn,
a feeling like a. lump of lead In the
stomach, belching of gas and eructa
tions of undigested food, water brash,
nausea, headache, biliousness and
many other bad sy rap tomb; and, besides, you will not need laxatives to
keep your stomach, liver and intes
tines clean and fresh.
If your stomach Is sour and full of
gas, or your food doesn't dlgeit, and
your meals don't seem to fit why not
case from your druggist
get a
and make life worth living? Absolute
relief from stomach misery and perfect digestion of anything you eat Is
sure to follow five minutes after, and,
besides, one case is sufficient to cure
a whole family of such trouble.
Surely, a harmless, inexpensive
preparation like Dlapepsln, which will
always, either at day time or during
night relieve your stomach misery
and digest your meals, is about as
handy and valuable a thing as you
could have In the house.

INDIAN

PROTEGE MAY

BE ANCIENT AZTEC
BROOKLYN

MAN

HAS A CHARGE

from new Mexico

cant

who
be understood

Brooklyn, N. Y., March 9. The
protype of Edward Everett Hale's
"Man Without a Country" is in
Brooklyn. In his lonesome condition
he goes even farther than Hale's
character, for he is not only without
a country, but without even a tribal
affiliation.
L
This individual
known as Standing Bear, but whether that is his name
is not known, because no one has
been found who can speak his lan
guage. He is living with Sidney Mar
avenue,
lon, No. 668
Washington
Brooklyn, who brought the Indian
north from New Mexico a week ago.
Mr-- Marlon said to a representative
of the New York World:
"I had been traveling and on reach
ing San Idelfonso, N. M-- , I became acquainted with members of the various
tribes that live in that neighborhood.
One day I heard that there was a
lonesome Indian living apart from the
rest on the outskirts of the place.
The stories they told me of this poor
outcast moved me and I determined
to investigate for myself. As soon
as I announced where I was going
the Indians with whom I had become
friendly warned me that the outcast
was a bad man and that he would
shoot any one who attempted to go
to his camp.
"I didn't take much stock in their
talk and rode on. When I came
to the outcast's camp he was at first
inclined to be hostile, but a few girts
and an intimation by signs that I
was friendly won a greeting.
"While in New Mexico I had learned a little of the .'anguage of many
of the tribes, but in none of them
understood.
could I make myself
None of the other Indians could understand Standing Bear, as we have
named him, and he could not understand any of the others."
Mr. Marlon became so interested in
the outcast that when he came north
Bear
with
he brought Standing
him. Marlon says he had tried to
find some one who can speak the
Indian's language, but although persons speaking various dialects have
tried, Standing Bear apparently has
not understood one of them. Mr.
Marion intends to communicate with
the Indian Bureau in Washington,
hoping that through it the mystery
of his "find" may be solved.
"In the country where I found
him," Mr. Marion said, 'there are
numbers of Indians who live among
the caves in the cliffs, as did the
Aztecs, as we read of them, and 1
am wondering if it is possible that
he is a descendant of this long lost
branch of early civilizations of the
New World."
"I wish to go on the stage, not from
love of admiration, but to earn my
bread and butter," remarked the fair
applicant "Then I guesa I can give
you a role," replied the manager.

IN COMPETITION

THE SENATE WILL

FOR THE OPTIC CUP

COMBINE
LEADERSHIP TO BE CONDUCTED
THROUGH
FOUR

8YNDICATE OF
OR SIX MEN

Washington, March 9. Party leadership in senate and house becomes
the question of paramount political
importance following the calling of
the
congress in extraordinary session April 4. The senate
must undertake the work of almost
reorganization. All the
complete
great committees must have new
chairmen.
The republicans, after losing Aid-ric- h
and Hale, must return to the old
system of leadership through a syndicate. No one senator" has sufficient
standing to establish himself as sole
director of affairs. Certain republicans will combine and become the
"Big Four" or the "Big Six", as the
case may be. Senators
Warren,
Smoot, Lodge and Gallinger may form
the "Big , Four." To these may be
added Penrose and Root
In any event Mr. Crane will continue as the leading adviser on political points and the adjuster of differences. He could easily achlevt
high rank as a leader if an orator. He
does not consume any time In speech-makin- g
and would be at a disavant-ag- e
in handling bills on the floor.
All indications are that a "big six"
will be formed. Senator Warren will
be at the head as chairman of the
with
committee on appropriations,
Senator Penrose as chairman of the
finance committee.
With the retirement from public
life of Senator Money, the democrats
are without even a titular leader.
of
Senator Shively, as
the democratic caucus, is in line of
succession. Being from the north it
is unlikely he will be named, as southern senators will control the selection.
Senator Stone Developing
Mr. Bailey has long been the real
leader of the senate democrats. He
has never been seriously considered
for titular leader. When Mr. Money
was chosen. Mr. Bailey received but
five voles. His leadership has always proved rather ineffective, as wall
demonstrated when he sought to protest against the progressive constitution of Arizona. His abortive resignation did not increase his popularity
among his associates.
Senator Stone has been coming to
the front rapidly as a prospective
leader. Mis activity in seekiiig to
defeat the tariff board bill made him
many friends. He is a memler of
The death
the finance committee.
of
of Daniel and the retirement
Money leave Bailey the ranking democrat on that committee.
Mr. Owen, who led the successful
filibuster against the admission of
New Mexico ahead of Arizona, will
have no chance of achieving leadership. His attitude was sharply criticised by nearly all his associates.
None of the incoming democrats
will be in line for leadership. It Is
possible that as a compromise Mr.
Culberson who resigned the place, will
may
again be chosen. His
prevent him from; acceptlng. Mr.
Bacon has been frequently mentioned
but his advanced age may prevent
him from being given serious consideration.
Even though the republican membership of the house has been reduc
ed from 217 to 163, there is still left
to the party many men qualified to
assume leadership. It Is believed in
some quarters that Mr. Cannon's enforced relinquishment of the speaker
ship will, cause him, between now
and the assembling of congress, to
announce that he will not be a can
dldate for minority leadership . A
hint of this was given by the speaker
in his brief valedictory Saturday. He
told the house that he never expect
ed or wanted; again to ascend to the
Sixty-secon-
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REPUBLICANS IN

of established. All
night the wind
by whistled and howled around the

Btudents In the Normal Unlyersity corners of the house, and the trees
for The Optic cup; one essay will be groaned with every fresh blast
Toward morning the storm lessened
printed each week after which the
soon peace and stillness reigned,
and
will
make their decision:
judges
for the elements were at rest
A Snow Storm
The sun rose and under the spell
All day nature had been making of Its
radiance, soon drove the dark
quiet preparations for a snow storm. clouds far away. The world lay in
A marked stillness prevaded the air. peaceful repose covered with a warm
There were no boisterous winds to blanket of glistening snow. Jack
break the spell. All nature seemed Frost had been a visitor in the early
to hold her breath while the little morning and did his share In beauticrystal drops were being formed in fying the world. Strange, fantastic
pictures were on the windows and
the delicate cloud chambers above.
The clouds were even in color and doors; the trees looked like masses
appearance. There were no dark or of spun glass dropped carelessly here
ragged edges of cloud perceptible. A and there by the magio artist as he
short time before the storm a white hurried from the field of labor at
AH the rough and
veil of clouds seemed to drop caressugly
places were carefully covered with
ingly around the distant mountains.
Soon a snow flake aa soft and light snow and by a few masterful strokes
as a feather came gliding down; then of his brush Jack Frost gave the
several were seen these were the finishing touches.
The sun reflected back the whitetiny messengers that warned us that
the storm was near. By the time ness of the snow making the picture
darkness had hidden the world, the dazzlingly brilliant. What other scene
wind was piping the snowflakea 0 in nature can be grander and more
merry tune, and the storm was fully sublime than a real snow etorm?
day-brea-

The speakership nomination its sessions through the remainder
lead- of this week, is notable for the
large
number of well known persons who
are on the program for addresses.
Progressives in Force
the list is former President
Heading
The progressive wing of the repub
Theodore Roosevelt who will address
lican party in congress has gained
the public session in the Orpheum
materially. Instead of 28 men in a theater tomorrow
night on the sud- party group of 217, the progressives Ject of "The Conservation
of Child
will be a tidy minority of 60 in a rehood."
163.
of
This
publican membership
Mayor Exum welcomed the dele
progressive faction may force the gates at the formal
opening of the
shelving of ultra standpatters of the conference this afternoon. The adhigh protectionist wing, such as
dress of the session was delivered by
Besides, in the case of Sereno Dr. B. J. Baldwin, state chairman
of
Payne, his age and the state of his the National Child Labor
committee,
health are regarded as factors which who reviewed
the history of child
will militate against his selection as labor
reform in Alabama. The re
minority leader.
mainder of the session was given over
Next in line stands Representatives to
reports from field workers repre
and then
McCall of Massachusetts
of the ' Uniced
all parts
senting
Mann of Illinois. It is regarded as States.
likely that one of these will be the
The program of the public session
choice of the caucus. Neither is contonight
provides for addresses as fol
sidered by the progressives as of- lows:
fensively stand pat.
"Uniformity in Child Labor LegisMr. MeCall Is regarded as one of lation" Governor Woodrow
Wilson,
the most cultured mn in congress. of New Jersey.
He is a power in debate, and knows
"A Standard Child Labor Law"
his tariff book backward. He is in Miss Jane
Addams, Hull House, Chithe confidence of President Taft and cago.
In close touch with the president's
"The State and Nation in Child
views of tariff revision. With the Labor Reform"
United States Sen
McCall reciprocity bill the first busi- ator Borah, of Idaho.
ness of the new congress Mr. McCall
has behind him another argument in
This Will Interest Mothers
favor of his selection.
Mother Grav's Sweet. Powdrs for
Mr. Mann is the most brilliant par
Children, a Certain Relief for Fever- liamentarian the house has developed isnness, Headache, Bad Stomach,
since the days of Reed and Crisp. In teething disorders, move and regulate
the house today he has butone rival the Bowels and destroy Worms Thov
up Colds in 24 hours. They
for the honor of being the most prac break
are so pleasant to the taste Children
tised floor fighter. That rival is John like them.
Over 10,000 testimonials.
J. Fitzgerald of New York, who, Mann Used by Mothers for 22 years. They
says, is "the only democrat in con- never fail. Sold by all Druggists, 25c.
mailed FREE. Address, Algress who knows the first thing about Sample
len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
the rules of the house."
The republicans will not caucus until April 2 or 3. Meanwhile they are
not worrying much about the minor
ity's few withered plums.
chair.

carry with it the minority
ership on the floor.
would
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IS THE IDEAL FAMILY LAXATIVE,
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IT GIVES SATISFACTION TU
ALWAYS BENEFICIAL IN ITS EFFECTS
AND PERFECTLY SAFE AT ALL luwro.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
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AND
ALL RELIABLE DRUGGISTS SELL THE
COULD
THEY
ALTHOUGH
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GENUINE
MAKE A LARGER PROFIT BY SELLING INfERIOR PREPARA.
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STRAIGHT ACROSS, NEAR THE BOTTOM, AND IN
MrAB Tur rna nv rvrav PArKACE.OF THE
GENUINE.
ONE SIZE ONLY, FOR SALE BY ALL LEADING
DRUGGISTS.
REGULAR PRICE SOe PER BOTTLE.,
PRINTED

tub nori r
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PWIC.

MINIATURE PICTURE
OF AlKAUfc

f

SYRUP OF FICS AND ELIXIR OF SENNA IS THE ONLY PERFECT FAMILY LAXATIVE.
WAY
STRENGTHENING
BECAUSE IT IS THE ONE REMEDY WHICH ACTS IN A NATURAL,
AND WITHOUT
AND CLEANSES THE SYSTEM, WITHOUT UNPLEASANT
OR GRIPING, AND THEREFORE DOES NOT INTERFERE IN ANY
IRRITATING, DEBILITATING
OF
BY MILLIONS
PLEASURE. IT IS RECOMMENDED
BUSINESS
OR
WITH
WAY
WHO KNOW OF ITS VALUE FROM PERSONAL USE. TO GET ITS
FAMILIES,
MANUFACTURED BY THE
EFFECTS ALWAYS BUY THE CENUINE;
BENEFICIAL

CALIFORNIA

FIG SYRUP CO.
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WHOLESALE DEALERS- -
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TRADE

ONL Y EXCLUSIVE JOBBERS

SIX

MARK

IN NEW It' EX9

5X

COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS

Dry Goods Groceries, Hardware,

HAH
J tUC
IAIL. ODnPD!

1

Implements, Stoves, Vehicles
Hvn special attention,
price

LAS VEGAS,

guaranteed.

3

3-H- OUSES

SANTA HOSA

ALBUQUERQUE,

Retail

Prices:

-

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per 1t0 lbs.
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs.
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., each delivery 40c per 100 lbs.

Less than

50 lbs.,

each delivery, 50c per

100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the purity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 701
Douglas Avenue.

Beautiful Corset Models

NATIONAL CHILD

$2.00,

$2.50,

:

$3.50

and

$5 00

LABORCONFERENCE

th

s

wFilfl

OF DELEGATES
TENDING ANNUAL SESSION
BIRMINGHAM, ALA.

HUNDREDS

AT-

IN

Birmingham, Ala., March 9. Sever,
al hundred delegates; including men
and women of earnest thought, devoted to the best interests of this
country, met in conference in this
city today to discuss the problem of
child labor. The National Child Labor committee brought them together
to exchange ideas and to recommend
some
solution. The
informalityspecial object sought in uniformity in
the laws of 'the various states regulating child labor.
The conference, which will continue
No married woman's happiness Is
without children; she
complete
yearns with the deeper longings of
her nature for the joys of motherhood. But women who bear children
nhvaical

prrrly

as .'wJh

is the expectant mother's greatest help. It is a remedy which prepares the
muscles and tendons for the unusual strain, renders the ligaments supple and
elastic, aids in expanding the skin and flesh fibres, and strengthens all the
membranes and tissues. It is especially valuable where the breasts are troublesome from swelling and congestion, and its regular vise will lessen the
pain
ana aanser wncn ine- utue one
comes. Women who use Mother's

Friend are assured of passing the
crisis with safety. It is for sale at
drug stores. Write for free book
for expectant mothers.
BBADrEELD EEGTJLATOR CO,
Atlanta, Ga.

TV7E have not seen a corset
that is as handsome in
design, material and work-

JARE

manship as the new

son's "Glove Fitting"

Thomson's
"GLOVE-FITTING-

"

of the famous Thommod-

els that has been first choice

'

of

MODEL NO. 217

the best dressed women

for more than fifty years.

This is a fine batiste, and has
the very latest fashion lines.
The back is extremely long:,
close fitting skirt over the
hips, and the lace trimming
gives appearance unequalled
by any other model we have.

in mind this is one

It

is a corset with a reputation
back of it.

It will add
THOMSON'S

1

iH.I

100

per cent to

your comfort.

"CLOVE-FrrTIN-

CORSETS

Style No . 809, Imported Silk Broche, medium bust, long hip, front, side and back
supporters,
Style No oUo, Batiste, medium bust, long hip, with six srpporters
No,
263, Batiste, medium bust, long hip, four
Style
supporters
Style No 270, Striped Coutille, medium bust, extra long hips, newest model
Style No 217, Batiste, medium bust, long hips, a very popular model
GRAND DUCHESS, for stout figures, low bust,
skirt.'.'.'.....'.'.'.'.'.'.
long hips,
.

V

.

$5 00

350
2 50
2 50
2 00
2!(X)

All above models made with draw
string at bust.
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PANAMA CANAL

PLAYS

FREAK RISKS ON

AND PLAYERS

MEANS GREATER

south
PROVIDING

THAT SECTION AWAK-ENTO THE OPPORTUNI-TIE- S

S

BEFORE IT
.

Atlanta. Ga., March 9. "The
of the Panama Canal," were
discussed before the Southern
Obll-gatio-

Com-merci-

Congress today by Bernard
N. Baker, a Baltimore capitalist and
national authority on conservation
and a retired steamship man. This
subject was assigned to Mr. Baker
after it was found that Senator
Money of Mississippi, who originally had expected to handle it. was
unable to attend th conference on
account of ill health.
"I know no way to make a greater
nation by a greater South," said Mr.
Baker, "than in the Souths awaken
ing to a realization of the opportunities which, are before her today to
secure the 'obligations' of the Panv
ma canal, is to do something.
The
something to be done is for every
commercial body, every merchant and
manufacturer, and farmer to demand
of their representatives in senate and
house that they will make a study of
the opportunities of the Panama can
al and find a way to realize the obii
gations, especially In development of
the export business from our south'
ern ports to South America and the
Orient, and not less from our southern ports to the west coast of our
own country In the coastwise trade,
"No section of the country is get
ting greater benefits from the canal
than the south, and still our senators
and congressmen will discuss ror
hours the question of some personal
privilege or some speech for home
consumption, whereas, they could go
to work and do something which would
be of real benefit to the interests
of the south to prevent this. How
unfortunate it is that when they are
elected senators and members of con
gress they cannot forget that they
were politicians (ad possibly it vvas
necessary for them to be politicians
10 be elected to senate
and house)
but when they once get there if they
could .not forget It and be statesmen
aud work for the best interests of
the whole country.
"In discussing the question witii
very many senators and congressmen
1 have never found one who uiu
firmly believe that this country
.should do something to restore our
merchant marine and have the American flag once more in the ports ot
the world on our merchant vessels,
i found so many of them so badly
misinformed. And in this connection
it is very difficult to say how they
are going to get the benefits of information which is reliable and unbiased from men .who have practical
knowledge and experience in the
business they are looking for. 1 do
not know today live American citizens in the United States who have
a knowledge (and when I say knowledge, I do not mean a theoretical
knowledge but a practical knowledge)
of how to best develop our trade and
commerce in American ships.
1
"I wish 'to make it a matter of
record now, that, in my opinion, no
in the great
Opportunity exists
north Atlantic trade except at such
cost as would be positively prohibi
trade,
tory, also in the trans-Pacifas Japan is granting today to her
steamship companies such assistance
that it would not pay us to compete;
but we can go to South America,
and in the use of the Panama canal,
to the west coast of South America;
also to Australia and New Zealand.
And more than this, if we are to realize the grajatest advantages every
day that we delay will add to our
difficulties. The other nations of the
world are not idle. Spain is advertisline to use
ing today for a subsidized,
'
are sitwe
and
Panama
canal,
the
The
and
nothing.
doing
by
idly
ting
time has come to be up and doing,
for, the time necessary to build the
ships to use the obligations of the
Panama canal 'to do something' is
fast passing away.
"Look at our treaty made a few
.
days ago with Japan-- As I construe
the treaty, we are giving to 'Japan
all the use of the Panama canal and
to their ships all the benefits which
we may give to our own ships except in our coastiwse trade; and this
in face of the discussion by senators
duand congressmen on differential
ties tonnages, taxes, preferential
we are
duties, and free ships. While
are
democrats,
we
because
haggling,
over the
republicans, or 'insurgents'
is
up and
dt,
of
Japan
doing
method
She has realized the obligadoing.
do
tions of the Panama canal 'to
awake
we
before
long
something'
.even. Will we?"
ic

"Man to Man," in which Frank
Keenan plays, is by Oliver White.
It la reported that George M. Cohan is to build a theatre in Chicago.
Felix Hanley is to have a new play
called "The Man from Tammany."
next season.
Marion Fairfax Is writing a play for
Tully Marshall, who Is still playing
in "The City."
Joseph Medill Patereon,
of "The Fourth Estate," baa written
a drama entitled "Rebellion."
"The Price," a play by George
Broadhurst, has already been selected as Miss Helen Ware's starring
vehicle for next season.
Fred F. Schroder has written the
book of a one-alyric drama called
"Corsica," which F. C. Whitney will
'
produce in London.
Frances Stair, who has been playing in "The Easiest Way," for three
years, wl'l have a( new play from
David Belasco next season.
John T. Kelly has been engaged by
Ltebler & Co., to support Mabel Hite
lnxthe musical version of "A Certain
Party." He will play, the part of
Jerry Fogarty.
Hugh Ford's dramatization of the
late O. Henry's novel, called "Cabbages and Kings" will soon be produced under the title of "The World
and the Door."
Ralph Hecz, who has been starring
In "Madame Sherry," is to star In a
new musical play, entitled "Doctor
de Luxe," under the management and
direction of Joseph M. Gates.
Charles Klein, the playwright-,- and
his wife are to make an automobile;
tour of Europe. In the course of his
travels he will look out for plays
for the Authors' Producing company.
W. A. Brady is arranging for the
seventeenth year of "Way Down
East," and an entirely new production will be given the old play during
the coming season.' It has been performed more "than seven thousand
times.
It is reported that Alexander Pant-agehead of the Pantages vaudeville
syndicate, with a circuit extending
west of the Mississippi river, Intends
to build a $500,000 theatre in San
Francisco in the near future.
Amongthe players who will support
Fritzi Scheff in "The" Rose Shop" are
Joseph. Herbert, Lugene O'Brien, who
supported Ethel Bairrymore as lead-maIn "Trelawney of the Wells,"
George Graham and Anna Wheaton.
Charles Frohman has made twenty- four productions this season. These
Include the revivals of the Gillette
plays, "Raffles," with Kyrle Bellew as
the star; "Thelawney ot the Well,"
and J. IdV. Bamrie's
playlet, "The
Twelve-poun- d
Look."
Charles Frohman, before leaving
for London last week, mapped out a
long tour for Ethel Barrymore, extending from Philadelphia to Seattle.
to last until some time in c August.
During the, tour she will remain for
at least two months at Powers' Theatre, Chicago.
ct
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BOY SCOUT

UNIFORMS

Sample uniforms for the Boy Scouts
of America have been received here
by Scoutmaster George Fitzsimmons.
The suits are of olive drab and are
cut on military lines. They are durable and can be washed without danger of shrinking or fading. For use
as school suits the uniforms cannot
be beat as they cannot be torn easily
and will sitand all kinds of rough
wear. The suits consist of the following articles, the prices of which
are seen to be reasonable: hat, $1.15;
trousers, $1.35; shirt, $1; belt, 40
cents, total, $4.90. No commission on
the suits is received by Mr. Fitzsimmons as they are sent out from the
headquarters of the scouts at practically cost. Should a demand be
created here local merchants likely
will take (the agency for the uniforms.
ECZEMA CUREABEAUTY WASH
Although D. D. D. Prescription has
been recognized for years as the one
remedy for eczema, psoriasis, and all
other forms of skin diseases, it is now
known that there is no other wash,
even those used by the beauty specialists, that can compare with this
mild liquid for cleansing the skin of
pimples, blackheads, rash, and all similar skin affections.
For this reason alone, a bottle of
D. D. D. should be kept on hand in
every household. A trial 25c bottle
will show you the merits of this great
remedy as a complexion wash.
D. D. D.seems to remove the cause,
whatever the trouble may be, cleansing the skin, and leaving it as soft, as
smooth and clear as that of a healthy
child.
Get a 25c bottle today and keep it
In the house.
K. D. Goodall.

ANY OLD THING
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To Prolong Life His Aim oo
Professor Rene Quinton Believes Sea Water Will Do It

BY LLOYDS

Medical scientists and biologists all
s
over the world are following the
of experiments
of a series
which Professor Rene Quinton of Paris, creator of (he salt water cure,
is conducting. If Professor Qulnton's
theories are correct, salt water taken
from the lowest depths of the ocean
contains the vital elements of organic cells, the elements without
wukh life on this earth would be
impossible. Professor Quinton hopes
to prove further that salt water contains elements capable of aefylngthe
inroads of disease and old age'i'P'n
the human body, and that these elements when properly applied to man"
use will enable us all to live practically forever.
If we are to take Professor Quiu-- '
ton's theories for granted, man is a
veritable aquarium. His blood is nn
oceanic liquid in which red globules
swim. All parts of our body are
bathed in sea water, the
remains of the medium in which our
ancestors lived.
Every
sponge-likanimal organism, whether dog, horse
or
d
or man, is composed of
sea
real
of
water,
total
its
weight
in which all the living cells bathe
and breathe. A man of 168 pounds
contains 56 pounds of sea water;
otherwise he would not exist Such
are Qulnton's theories.
In one of the earliest experiments,
whch has now become historic, Professor Quinton gained a victory for
his theory. He took a dog and blel
it to the last drop of blood in Its
veins. The animal lay on the operating table, to all appearances dead.
Then Professor Quinton injected Into
the animal's veins a quantity of sea
water equal to that of the blood lost,
whereupon the dog sat up, wagged
its tail and soon was running abjut,
as lively ae ever. Four years later
the dog died a natural death. The
experiment was repeated with other
dumb animals and the same satisfactory results were obtained in each
case. It was noted that the subjects" were not only restored to life
but they appeared to gain In vigor
and apparently suffered no til effects
from the loss of blood and the sub
stltution of sea water.
Just at present Professor Quinton
is engaged in a series of experiments
with human subjects not actually
bleeding them to death, of course, but
daringly substituting salt water for
pro-gras-

OF INSURANCE INCLUDE
POLICIES ON FATE OF PROMINENT MEN

FORMS

human blood in such quantities a
his volunteer subjects will submi. toThat he eventually will succeed in
obtaining a subject who will consent
to be bled to death in the interests
of science Is Improbable. He himself
says It will not be necessary.
It is the belief of Professor Quinton that all life originated in sea water and that sea water Is almost
identical with the organic plasma and
is the culture liquid for organic ce'.U.
Advancing his theories along this
line he has proved that saline injections can be resorted to In cases of
great loss of blood with beneficial
results. His main endeavor, however,
is not to substitute salt water for
human blood but to employ sea, water
in the curing of marasmus or Infantile cholera and similar wasting diseases of early childhood, and to check
the ravages of disease and even the
advances of decrepitude in the aged.
His method consists of the injection
of sea water into the circulation. The
water is taken from a point Tar
enough from shore and below the surface to assure its purity. It must not
be sterilized or artifically purified in
any way. It is diluted with absolutely
pure, fresh water so as to make it
exactly isotonic with human biocd.
Then it is Injected sometimes to the
amount of ten fluid ounces a day. In
certain dispensaries in London and
Parts where this treatment is being
resorted to the results are said to
be very satisfying.
It was in 1896 that Professor Quin
ton first demonstrated before the.
French Academy of Sciences the fact
that living beings appeared on this
earth at a period when the temperature was higher than It Is now and
that they tend to maintain the origin
al temperature in face of the constant
cooling of the' earth. Pursuing ths
Professor
same
line of research.
Quinton asked himself whether animal life bad not tended to maintain
other original conditions over and
above that of temperature.
By a chain of proofs he next demonstrated the marine origin of all living beings in other words, that living beings- - made their first appearance
In the lap, or the depths, of the ocean.
He maintains that there Is a tendency in every animal organism to
maintain Its sea origin for the inner
life of Its cellular organisms, Just as
It tends to maintain the original
-
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New York, March 9. The recent
announcement that the pearl neckA reduction of more than 20 per cent on former rates.
lace, diamonds and Jewelry of Mrs.
At this price THE REPUBLICAN is the cheapest and
Maldwln Drummond, valued at
best paper published in Denver.
stolen from her staterooom on
liner Amer-Ika- ,
the Hamburg-AmericaNeither money nor labor will be spared to make THE
' were insured by
Lloyds of LonREPUBLICAN, as it has always been in the past, the bes
don, which will be out $100,01)0 in
and most reliable paper in the West.
case the missing gems .do not turn
THE REPUBLICAN'S news service has no equal. The
orup, recalls the chances that tnis
Associated Press, supplemented by the splendid New York
of
manner
on
all
takes
ganization
Herald news service, gives our readers Jevery morning all
insurance.
Lloyds is not an insurance company
the news gathered from every part of the world.
as the term is known here. It Is an
The ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY MAGAZINE section
association of individuals; who are
of THE REPUBLICAN contains stories by the leading auprepared to accept practically any
thors and humorists of the day and many pages of photoor
various
members,
risk, the
graphs of great interest.
the
of
chances,
them, taking
groups
each according to their own views
SEND IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY
and the association itself not in any
i Please fill out and forward this blank.
way assuming responsibilities for the
individual risks.
THE REPUBLICAN PUBLISHING CO.. Denver. Colo.,
Originally the organization under-- '
took only marine insurance. In the
Send to my address until I order it discontinued, THE DENdays of the Georges the owner of a
VER
RFPUBLICAN,
Daily and Sunday.
vessel would go to Lloyds coffee house
In Alchurch lane and his fellow mer
Name
chants would sign their names under
.'
Address
the policy and opposite the amount
which each was prepared to pay in
case of shipwreck. Hence the term
A MONTH
"underwriters."
Gradually the underwriting custom
began to be applied to risks ' other
than marine and the speculative hah
it was developed. Today, like the old
underwriters, the various members
are willing to consider "any old
risk," and will accept almost' any at
' '
a price. '
(Incoporatod)
The various forms of freak insur
ance that Lloyds have indulged in has
kept Its name in the public eye as
much
as
anything. England, of
and Dealers In
course, has long been accustomed to
It, but it was such insurance as poli
WOOL.
cies against Black Hand outrages,
taken out two, years ago, and the
losses resulting from the possible
VEHICLES--&- S
BAIN WAGONS-RACI- NE
election of William Jennings Bryan
that drew the special attention of
Americans to this practice of Lloyas
SEVEN HOUSES
that one can be insured against anything from twins down through rainy
East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerque, N. M., Tucumcari, N..M.
weather to a cold In the head.
Carona, N. M-- , Rowe, N. M., Pecos, K. M.,"
One hundred years ago or so the
Trinidad, Colorado
predecessors of the present Lloyds
on
the
fate
of
The
gambled
Napoleon.
and a lot of money is made out ol
LOCAL
CARD
policy was gor one month at three
per cent. This wou'd be an ordinary the vagaries of the weather. Lloyds
risk today, for policies on the lives bets large sums right along that it
WpST BOUND
of threatened monarchs are almost is not going to rain on a certain
Arrive
as common as, policies upon delayed day. At the time of King Edward's No. 1
1:50 P. M.
ships. Everybody remembers how in coronation Lloyds insured stand own No. 3
. '6:15 A. M.
and
lost
1902 Lloyds took a big chance as to ers, decorators and florists,
No. 7
5:15 P. M.
whether Edward VII. would livelong fit is estimated, at least $1,000,000 by No. 9
6:35 P. M
enough to be crowned King of Great the postponement of the ceremony.
Depart
Britain and Ireland and Emperor ot On the other hand, the underwriters No. 1
r.
2:10 P. it
India. Many men in Britain carr; insured Queen Victoria's jubilee and No. 3
6:20 A. M.
insurance all the year round on the her dlamong jubilee, and as both took No. 7
5:40 P. M.
life of the King. Some Wall Street place according to schedule
tiny No. 9
7:00 P. It
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
speculators, it is said, make it a made money on the outcome.
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
ibis
on
tours,
to
conceit
on
insurance
Paderewskl,
the
carry
practice
EA8T BOUND
life of the president because of the takes out half a dozen differ en', kinds
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someArrlv
probable market upheaval that would of insurance, accident and health, No. 2
one
who
M.
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
9:10
P.
follow the sudden death of the head and a separate policy on hie fingers.
No. 4
11:25
Bt
P.
of
hear
your
his
property unless it were advertised here.
valso
of the nation.
Kubellk, the violinist,
keeps
No. 8
1:15 A. It
Wars and the lives of crowned fingers insured, and Caruso ani other
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper ( want
No 10
1:45 P. M.
heads have always been the greatest grand opera stars carry insurance
are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
(and
Depart
source of Lloyds policies outside of against colds and other maladies.
2
No.
used
M.
9:15
P.
machinery and furniture, article's of usefulness of any
its legitimate business of marine inNo. 4
11:30 P. M.
sort, and musical instruments.
surance. During the period of conThe most common cause of insom8
1:25 A. M.
tinual disturbance in Europe between nia are disorders of the stomach. Cham- No.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
No. 10
2:10 P. M
1775 and 1815 not a cargo went to berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
possible
sea that was not. insured against cap- correct these disorders and enable
more
The
man
a
markets!
does
best
the
talking
to
For
sale
all
you
sleep.
by
ture, and during the more recent Japanemore denying he has to do.
se-Russian
conflict the shipments
of contraband to both parties were
inevitably insured at Lloyds.
Policies on the safety of valuable
animals are common, elephant insurance especially being quite usual.
One of the largest animal policies
was on the life of the great Jumbo
when he was brought to New York
on a steamship.
Horses, too, are often insured at
Lloyds. Nearly every stallion of importance on the Kentucky breeding
farms, , is insured, and until a few
years ago, many race horses in trainMr. Business man to practice economy by ha
ring your letter heads, bills, e'nve- ing were insured, but a succession
lopes, etc., printed on cheap paper and by old fashioned methods. As a man is
of losses caused an advance of preoften judged by the clothes he wears, so his business is likely to be judged in the
miums to virtually a prohibitive figure. The final blow came when James
same way by the quality and appearance of the stationery that comes from his
R. Keene's Highball broke his leg In
office. Our plant is equipped with every modern device known to the
printer's
a race and had to be destroyed.
art for the production of high grade work. We are prepared to turn out same
He was insured for a very
large
on short notice. We respectfully solicit your patronage.
.
amount.
Bank deposits are often insured,
and the Prince of Wales's
Jubilee j
stamps were insured at Lloyds, a prominent firm of underwriters guaranteeing that the Issue would be successful. It was. An odder risk was
the insurance of a glass bed packed
In twenty cases and shipped to an
Eastern ruler. One case was damaged
and the underwriter had to pay n
part. Gate money for cricket and foot-hal- l
matches have also been insured,
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cism of the TJnited States senate; yet
It is unquestionably the greatest deliberative body in the world, with
the highest average ci intellect, ability and governmental Uense. As for
the house of representatives. It will
compare favorably with any other
parliament, while the United States
supreme court is the most exalted ju.
dlclal tribunal known to human history.
Democracy necessarily breeds all
sorts of political leaders, from a warl
boss to a Lincoln,; but In 122 years
of the American constitution no oth'ir
country baa produced so many statesmen of the first rank. They have
revolutionized the political Ideas oi
the whole world.
-

o

THE RETIRING SENATORS

8;x Months

1.00
s Oi retiring senators that is, those
Advertisers are guaranteed, the who will
be succeeded Dy newcomers
13' qest daily
and weekly circulation
there are seventeen, since Swan-soo, any newspaper in northeastern New
of Virginia, it is announced, will
Mexico.
be
by the governor oi
state
the action of the
his
pending
THURSDAY, MAKCH 9, 1U.
primaries, which do not meet until
THE AlOl i TO THIS IJOKDilU August. Among theandseventeen are bix
septuagenarians,
possibly seven,
since Senator Scott of West Virginia,
It is a tair conjecture that sending who looks
does
20,000 troops to the Mexican border not
his age in the Congressional
give
at this time mean more than "a war Record. As he enlisted in the Union
game, to see bow fast they can get army forty-nin- e
years ago he cannot
there." It eeins to mean that the be far short of the seventy-yea- r
class-Thosgovernment, having exercised due
who admit the hare impeachlias a full realization of-- the ment are
Depew, 76; Burrows and
strength of the Mexican insurrection, Hale, 74; Bulkeley, 73; Money, 71;
or, better, of the utter weakness of and Warner, 70. Senator Aldrich Is
the Diaz regime. And more.
in his seventieth year. Only three ot
Twenty thousand troops constitute the seventeen are under
fifty, five
practically the entire mobile force o are between fifty and
two
sixty;
the army now in the United tSates.
Aldrich, are beyond sixty
counting
The rest of our army is either in and this side of
seventy.
the Philippinesor is occupied in the
These
have value other
statistics
coast defenses, it is a larger force
of regulars than the one commanded than that of curiosity, for the attitude of the senate, toward questions
by Shatter in the Tampa expedition
pressing for consideration has often
in 1898.
indicated the presence of a powerful
Something of the significance of
set in their habits of thought
element
the movement is explained by the
announcement of the British ambassa- and action. The public man of sevdor's representation to the state de- enty who has been in politics for half
a lifetime Is not- to be visited with
partment that unless the United
the
lash of undue censure if he thinks
States "gives protection to foreign interests in Mexico, other powers will the Ideas of his prime should govern,
"feel it necessary to do so. Next to and yields them reluctantly and with
the United. States come two foreign bad grace. If the censor grows Impatient with Mr. Depew. or Mr. Hale
powers in the importance of interests
as
obstinate because old, let him be
in Mexico Great Britain and Gercharitable and remember that the for
while
The
valuing
kaiser,
many.
mer was a conspicuous figure enough
peace as of vital importance to the
in our politics to begin to attraot atcommercial
continuance of German
tention almost half a century ago. He
development, has never hesitated to was elected
secretary of state of New
Inact decisively where his people's
terests seemed endangered. It may York in 1863. Mr. Hale was an active
man, for whom the public predicted
safely he said that he would not per- a career
of distinction in the sevenin
to
stand
mit diplomatic delicacy
Is thirty-seve- n
years since he
the way of landing a military force ties. It
a
declined
cabinet
tendered
position
a
more
than
in Mexico if something
in recognition" of the promise
T him
scare
War
offered.
excuse
good
his service to his party afforded
Not at all; only business. Govern
and influential
senators,
ments today are business concerns, Powerful
services
whoso
of decades in the senand Wilhelm of Germany is conceded
ate have been preceded by
to be the best commercial man on a
in their states, are a good
throne. Germany's commercial devel- prominence
deal like the rest of us when brought
America
Central
opment in Mexico,
into collision with the programmes of
and South America relatively has surThe new senators may set
Juniors.
or
passed that of the United States
their faces towards the morning, but
the
and
recent
in
years,
Kngland
the day of their predecessors was full
kaiser will overlook no opportunity to
inter-est- s of great things' In which not a few
German
Let
further that trade.
of them helped to bring about. What
in Mexico be endangered by the
will come after the morning and what
insurrectionists and the emperor may
will be the capabilities of the new
Jump at the chance to put a hole comers are
questions to which only
Docdeep and broad In the Monroe
the future will furnish the answer,
has
that
rule
trine, an international
o
hampered him. The Washington addetermined
ministration has evidently
SOUTHERN COMMERCIAL
that there shall be no excuse for forCONGRESS
eign Intervention in the republic next
door.
With the beginning of the present
While the present military develop- year the country entered upon the
eventual series of
ment may not mean an
anniversarAmerican protectorate, it may mean ies of more or less significant events
a direct declaration of American re- connected with the actual outbreak
Mexico. In any of the Civil war when Sumter was
for
sponsibility
event, it looks like mire than a "war fired on. There convened in the city
of Atlanta yesterday, for a session of
game."
o
.
three days, the Southern Commercial
congress, at which President Taft,
IN
AMERICA
1UG MEN
Roosevelt and
many
Professor Albert Bushnell Hat", of other distinguished speakers from all
Harvard must have been misquote! in parts of the country will deliver adthe dispatch from Cambridge which dresses. The chief feature of interest
makes him say that "to the student in this convention, aside from the hisdelving in our political problems one torical reasons for its assembling, is
fact is uppermost, the tremendouB the fact that the results of Its delack of big men In big places. This liberations will tend to increase the
is the gravest possible defect ot a already gratifying prosierity of that
section. The
;
or, rather
system of popular government"
There ia always a tremendous lack the
phases of the-gat-h.
of big men in big places, but is it erlng are only additional evidences
more conspicuous in the TJnited of the commercial and industrial uniStates than elsewhere? Can any Euro-pea- n ty of the country which is keeping
country, for example, show 27 pace with the development of the spirsuccessive monarches or 27 successive it of fraternity in other respects.
N6 one section can either prosper
'prime ministers who tower above 27
presidents of the TJnited States from or suffer industrially, or In any other
Washington to Taft? The question respect, without every other section
"
answei's iltself.
ultimately or immediately sharing in
We do not regard Mr Taft as our the results- The marvelous develop
greatest president, but there is no ment of the means of transportation
statesman have brought every section within
English or Continental
.whom we would accept in place for two or,' three- - days at the most ot
him, We do not regard Mr. Bryan as every ther section. The most pera safe political adviser, but there is ishable products ;Pt the South and
no European ' orator who outranks far . West are on the tables of the
him. We disagree sharply with Mr. consumers In the most distant parts
Roosevelt's theories of government, of the country within a wonderfully
but there is no European who equals short period. The country is one big
Mr. Roosevelt In political genius or unified whole commercially ' and industrially, and for this reason the
dynamic force.
There aueb. to be said in criti prosperity of the South, which
n

week's congress is to empnaslze, is
all the more cause for gratification
to all the people of the United States.
The South will be able to "point
with pride", to commercial and industrial-record
worth "pointing to."
In the matter of population, the 41
Southern cities ot 25,000 and over
have increased in population 13? per
cent in thirty years the' period ot
the South's real expansion following
the troublous "reconstruction" times.
The cotton crop is now worth in
round numbers $1,000,000,000 a year.
The railway mileage has Increased In
the last decade from 20,612 to
miles. The exports have increased In value during the same
period from $265,000,000 to $608,000.-000- ,
and the resources of the national
ban" have crown since the last census from $171,000,000 to $1,371,000,000,
or, in round numbers, 800 per cent
in ten- years, an average annual increase of 80 per cent. This is . a
splendid record, discounted, only by
thefact that "It "has been achieved
In spite of a persistent advocacy of
economic theories which are arrayed
against the cpnerete conditions ot
which that South's," prosperity is the
most convincing evidence. If the
South was as "solid" industrially and
commercially as it Is politically, and
In the same way, It would still be
back in the "reconstruction" period
of its development
71,-90- 7
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SANTA FE GROWS TIE SUPPLY
(.continued tioui fnan Twoj
iiod of tour or five years, in which E.
j. Faulkner, superintendent of the tie
and timber department of the road,
spent a year in a trip around the
world, the officials have decided that
the eucalyptus tree affords the best
material for ties. Mr. Faulkner in
his travels spent considerable time in
tne Hawaiian Islands and in Australia, where he studied the condi-.ioii- s
under which the eucalyptus
ill rives best.
Putting the results of his investiga-lion- s
into practice, Mr. Faulkner obtained a tract of land near Los Angeles known as the San Dieguno
ranch, and in three years rapid progress has been made in the growing
of the eucalyptus trees. Several varieties of this tree, planted three
years ago, have reached a height of
eighteen to twenty' feet, and a circumference of from fifteen to eighteen inches. The growth has been
hastened during the past few months
by the addition of a pumping plant.
The company expects to allow the
trees to grow twenty years before
they are cut. It is said the sugar
gum will defy the ravages of times,
as experiments show that fence posts
which have been in the groound for
fifteen years show no signs of decay.
Other varieties of the eucalyptus
such as the blue and red gum are being grown for fence posts and other
needs of a great railroad.
This ranch comprises 8,600 acres.
When purchased by the company it
was rough and hilly, but the ground
was cleared of greasewood, then
for
plowed, harrowed and prepared
planting. Three years ago the first
trees were set out. Since then the
company has planted 500 acres a year.
The seedlings are set eight feet apart
in rows five feet apart, by which arrangement 1,100 trees can be grown
to the acre. Many of the trees wih
be thinned out when about 6 years old
as at that age the tree so cut will
yield three or four good fence posts
to the tree, and leave the remaining
trees more room for further growth.
This process of thinning will be
carried out until but 200 trees are
left to the acre, which will mean several thousands of ties when cut. Ordinary ties now are worth $1 apiece,
and in twenty years their value will
be much greater. Eucalyptus culture
demonstrates that saplings will grow
from stumps, so that a second crop
is assured much quicker than the
first. The Santa Fe Is considering
setting apart other tracts for forest
reserves, and hopes to be able to
grow all its own ties when the timber shortage will render their purchase impossible.
Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous linWhen
ing of the Eustachian, Tube.
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness
is. the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed forever; nine
oases out of ten are caused by Catarrh, which Is nothing but an inflamed condition ot the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, p., x
,1
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
l
TaketHall's Family Pills
i2 j
pation.'"' "i
for.v-onstl--

"
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TURN WATER INTO RESERVOIR
(Continued From Page One)
the same sixteen inch main through
which it is admitted. A feature of
the equipment of the gate chamber
i
Is a number, of- COppor wire screens
which are installed at each Inlet. All
water admitted to the reservoir miist
pass through these screens, which remove leaves and and other
material In the water. In the
gate house are elevators by which
the screens may be hauled up, and
cleaned frequently. The Interior of
the gate chamber is ten feet In diameter and all the mechanism In the
gate house works with the greatest
ease, due to the exactness with which
the engineers did their work.
It Is th.e Intention of the Agua Pura
company to keep the waters pent up
in the new reservoir in reserve for
use during the summer months.
It
will be filled- each year in the 'early
spring and at other times when the
water is clear. In July and August
when the water in the Hot Springs
canyon is filled with dirt due to erosion during heavy rains, the new reservoir will be put Into commission
and Las Vegas people will enjoy,
pure, clear mountain water. None of
the water that naturally would drain
into the new reservoir will be allowed to enter It Some distance up the
canyon a large ditoh will be dug. This
will empty into the Gallinas river and
will be used to catch all rain water
running into Peterson canyon. By the
use of this ditch the water in the
new reservoir will not be defiled by
dirt no matter how torrential the
rains may become.
It was a surprise to many of the
visitors to the dam to discover the
water is discharged into the reservoir from the lower part of the canyon instead of at Its upper end. The
water actually runs up hill for a considerable distance before being turned into the reservoir. It is brought,
however, from the Agua Pura company's reservoirs in the Hot Springs
canyon, many feet above the highest level of the new dam.
j
The dami was built under the supervision of W. T. Barnes of the engineering firm of Metcalf and Eddy of
Boston, Mass. Mr. Barnes was on
the damslte during every day of construction and saw that the plans of
the engineers were followed out and
that the material used was of the
Mr. Barnes'
character called for.
ability and capacity for work are
responsible for the. remarkable record made In the time of construction
and the general excellence of the
dam.. It was Mrs. iVarnes, wife of the
engineer, who turned the water into
the new reservoir yesterday. M. M.
Sundt of Las Vegas was the contractor who built the dam. With his customary energy he pushed the work to
a rapid completion and the dam is a
credit to his ability.
Construction of the new dam was
begun October 1 when the excavation
On
for the foundation was made.
November 11 the laying of the concrete was begun. .This was finished
February 23, the contractor being es
-

non-solub-

-

pecially fortunate in having suitable
weather for the handling of concrete
during most of the time between those
dates. Night shifts were worked on
the stone crushers during, the greater part of the time the construction
of the dam was in progress. The
rock was quarried, crushed and mixed
Into concrete- - on the ground. jThe.
rravity system was used to advarjtage
the rock being quarried off the side
of the hill, then allowed to run down
a slide to the crushers, from which
It ran down another chute to the
mixer from which the concrete was
hauled away in wheelbarrows by the
men. From fifty Jo sixty men were
employed daily on the dam.
To F; H. Pierce, the Agua Pura
company's manager, Is due great credit for the success of the corporation's
undertaking. The dam represents to
a great extent Mr. Pierce's own ideas
of best Increasing the facilities for
water storage by the Agua Pura company. Hardly a day passed during
the time the dam wa3 under construction that he was not on the Job. His
big red automobile made many a trip
to and from the dam in cold and unpleasant weather. But Mr. Pierce
was Interested In that dam. 'He desired to see it constructed In the
best possible manner and he was
willing to make sacrifices and endure the buffeting of the weather to
do so. The new dam will long be a
monument to the ability and enterprise of Mr. Pierce. It represents a
cost to the Agua Pura company of
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TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

REPORTS

KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
Kansas City, March 9. Cattle
4,000, including 400 southerns. Market steady. Native steers, $5.50
6.75; southern steers, $o.256; southern cows and heifers, $3.255.25;
native cows and heifers, $3 6; etock-er- s
and feeders, $4.756; bulls, iQ)
western
5.25; calves, $4.75&6.25;
western
cows,
steers, $3.256.25;

HONEY AND STOCKS
2

X

New York, March 9. Call money
2
& 2
per cent. Prime mercan4

tile paper 4&4 2 per cent Mexican
dollars 45. Amalgamated 62! Sugar
Great
117
Atchison 105
KorLiiern" pfd. 124
New York CenNorthern Pacific 121;
tral 106
Southern Pacific
Reading 154
$3.255.25.
Steel
115
Union Pacific 172
Hogs 10,000. Market steady to 5
76
cents lower. Bulk, $6.807; heavy,
preferred 118
$6.506.90; packers and butchers,
"
i
$75,000.
$6.857; light, $6.957.05.
WOOL
The Agua Pura company has a vast
Sheep 6,000. Market steady. MutSt Louis, March 9. Wool Market tons,
amount of water stored in the Hot
$4.254.85; lambs, J5.259.30;
Springs canyon. It will continue to unchanged. Territory and western fed wethers and yearlings, $4,400
allow water to run Into the new
mediums, 19 22; fine mediums, lt
5.60; fed western ewes, $4.254.60.
until It Is entirely filled. At 18; fine, 1213.
present the course of the Gallinas in
CMICAOO LIVESTOCK
the canyon Is being traversed by a
Marcn 9. Cattle 5,000.
Chicago,
flETAL
good head of water, due to the meltMarket steady. Beeves, $5.206.90;
New York, March 9. lead, market Texas
ing ot the recent heavy snows. The
steers, $4f.405.70; western
Agua Pura company, with Its increas- dull, 4.404.50; Standard copper dull; steers,
$4.705.80; stockers and
ed facilities, expects to impound a
feeders, $15.85; cows and heifers,
spot and Max 11.90 12. Silver 52
large amount of water, this spring.
$2.655.25; calves, $79.
Market slow; genHogs 20,000.
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
SALE OF RARE STAMPS
erally 5 cents lower. Light, $6.85
New York, March 9. Stamp collecMay 7.15; mixed,
Chicago, March 9. Wheat,
$6.757.10; heavy,
tors and dealers from many parts of 89
Corn, May $6.557; rough $6.556L75; good to
July 87
America are In town to bid for the 48
Oats, May choice heavy $6.757; bulk, $6.857.
July 49
many rare varieties to be disposed 30
Pork,
July 30
Sheep 15,000. Market steady. Nao'. at the sale today, and lasting three
May 17.4547
July 16.62
tive, $34.80; western, $3.154.80;
days, when one of the finest collec- Lard, May 9.12
2;July 9.0507.1-2- . yearlings-- $4.755.75; lambs, native'
tions of stamps of Great Britain and Ribs, May 9.45; July 8.95 97.
$66.35; western, $3.25(3)8.25.
her colonies ever brought together,
that of John R. Stanton, will be disCOULD NOT WRITE
publican league of lllino.s rounded up
persed.
Versailles, Ky. Mrs. Ellsh Green,
The stamp that is exciting most in this city today for their annual
attention is a $500 Canadian rarity, convention. The league Is an Impor- of this place, says, "I could not write
a lightly canceled copy of the rarest tant factor In Illinois politics and its all the different pains I had, when I
atfirst tried Cardui. I could scarcely
of Canada postage stamps, the 12 annual gatherings hevef fail to
traot
of
leaders
the
many
republican walk. Now I am able to run the sewcents black, of the Issue of 1851. Anparty from every part of the state. ing maohine and do my work; and
other feature of the sale is the
scarlet vermilion of - New- More than six hundred were in at- my neighbors tell me the medicine
betfoundland, issue of 1857, which is tendance when the - gathering was must be good, for I look so much
valued at $375. British Columbia and called to order this- morning. The ter." Cardui is a specific,
tonic remedy, for women, la
Vancouver are represented in the col initial session was devoted largely to
lection by a copy of the rare five routine busiffess. Mostrintexreat cen- past 60 years, it has been found to
cent rose of 1865, valued at $110, ters in the annual ibanliuet tonight, relieve women's unnecessary pains,
and Nova Scotia by two canceled Which has as speakers Governor Den-ee- and female misery, for which over a
of Illinois, Governor Eberhart of million suffering women have successcopies of the one shilling reddish via.
let Issue of 1851, valued at about $100 Minnesota, Congressman John A. fully used it. Try Cardui for your
each.
Sterjing, President Theodore Kemp of troubles. It will help you. At the
Illinois Wesleyan
University and nearest drug store.
President Gustav Andreen of AuguBt-an- a
LEAGUE
REPUBLICAN
rurW-.fCollege.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Bloomington,- - 111., Maroh 9. In celat the Opera bar. Served from barebration of John Ericsson day, the
re- The Optic leads, others tag.
rels on the bar.
members of the Swedish-America3--
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Varied as the Tints of the Wings of Butterflies are the New Shades of the New Goods
We Show for Hiis Spring. We Shall Not Try to Tell You What Our New
Spring Goods Look Like. This is Impossible. We, However,
Invite You to Visit Our Store and See the Enchanting
New Things This Spring Season Offers.
WE HAVE JVST RECEIVED BY EXPRESS SOME VERY EXCLUSIVE STYLES OF OUR GREAT

Percival B. Palmer and Redfern Suits for Women
LINES AND STYLES OF THESE SUITS STAND SECOND
REMEMBER EVERY SUIT IS WARRANTED AND GUARANTEED, TO
U.UU 1U JJrlU.UU AT
;- -:
BLVI Ut SAllMAljllUN,

THE

--

The

Store of

CIijauity"- -

TO

NONE.
GIVE THE
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Rail- -

515-51- 7

road Avenue.
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The Prescriptloiilsl
w v w w w o q
O O
The maa who does
the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and whythe man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for, a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving" our
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure If we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

!

PERSONALS

Jose Aragon of Casa Colorado was
;
' '
in the city today.
A.
George
Campfield, a well known
resident of 'Albuquerque, Is In town.
G. C. Wanjir, of Racine, Wis., was
a business Matter In Las Vegaa to- Attorney Charles A. Spiess returned yesterday from a business trip to
Santa Rosa.
D. A. Suller returned home this
afternoon .from a business visit of a
few days in Denver.
United States Attorney D. J. Leahy
returned last evening from Alamogor- do where he had been on court busi
ness.
Charles E. Doll of Santa Fe is
among the visitors in this city today
He came over from the Ancient City

'

GO.

Phone Maiu 3

last night
Mrs. Charles Bruce left yesterday

for Zanesville and other Ohio cities
where she will visit for several weeks
relatives and friends.
We Have
Recei-- $
Elmer E. Veeder left this morning
ved Lot of
for his Buena Vista ranch near La
Cueva. He will spend several days
(S)
work
there superintending spring
about the place.
Stephen Powers, who has been at
Lake George Colo., for several weeks,
superintending the cutting of a big
crop of ice for the Agua Pura com
pany, returned home this afternoon.
Andres Gandert, sheriff of Mori
Bulk
county, was here yesterday from his
home in Mora, looking after official
and
business. He was accompanied by C
U. Strong, assistant county treasurer.
Sheriff Secundino Romero lert this
From Barteldes Seed
morning for his ranch at El Cuervo,
Co. It will pay you
where he will spend several days.
to see our line before
Mr. Romero is getting ready for the
elsewhere.
lambing season, which will begin
soon.
Mrs- A. J. C. Wells, wife of .he
United ' States forest ranger In the
San Geronimo district, is stopping at
Grocer and Butcher.
La Pension hotel in this city while
the new station is being built ou the
range, r
who
has been
W. F. Calhoun,
his
old home
at
time
a
short
spending
USE LIME WATER
in Iowa settling up his affairs preparatory to locating permanently In
San
Miguel county, returned to Las
AND SAVE BABIES
Vegas today.
Superintendent Burrell, who is to
have
CRITcharge of the United States forIS
THE
THE TEETHING AGE
service
est
planting station in the
ICAL ONE FOR GROWING
canyon, .went today to the scene of
INFANTS
his work. His family will remain n
the city for several weeks, while Mr.
Statistics "prove that a large pro- Burrell is making arrangements
to
portion of all the babies born die remove them to the station.
while teething. It becomes a serious
queslon to the anxious mother how
TAFT SEEKS TO ALLAY
she can aid nature at this critical
time. When the tooth is almost ready
Continued from Page One)
to appear, a judicious rubbing or allowing the child to bite hard, safe derstood the discussion did not reach
substances, is often healthful and the stage of representations.
beneficial.
Have you never been alarmed at
Schuyler to San Antonio
Brigasome sudden attack of sickness and
Tucson, Ariz., March 9.
when your- - doctor was summoned, dier General Schuyler, commanding
had him affirm the cause to be teethr the Department of Colorado, who
from Fort
Tuesday
ing, when nothing in the appearance came ..here
last nfgnt
received
the
indicate
orders,
would
mouth
Huachuca,
of the
t
coming of a new tooth? We think to proceed to San Antonio, and left
any mother who has taken careful ob- with tois staff of 5 o'clock this, mornservation will say that often, when ing.
the tooth is first forming the whole
'
Everything In Readiness
organization is more disturbed than
San Antonio, March 9. Everything
when the tooth is about ready to
is in readiness for the coming of
make its appearance.
the troops to Fort Sam Houston. The
matters
we
can
how
help
Now,
more than by supplying a child what first contingent, the Seventeenth inits little system most needa in tooth fantry "from Fort McPherson, Ga., is
Ideal campmaking. If we take the trouble to expected this afternoon.
of the
the
await
coming
look into the matter, we shall find ing grounds
near
as
will
be
sanitation
;The
army.
Is
tooth
composed largely
that every
can
skill
devise
as
military
perfect'
of lime.
Is the
As soon as your baby has reached it. An inadequate water supply
only handicap, but this will be overa suitable age for cutting teeth,-p- ut
a few drops of llmewater In his come in a (few days.
milk at each meal.
Marines Sail for South
Philadelphia, March 9. More than
700 marines sailed this morning on
the transport Prairie for Guantanamo.
I
They were drafted, from Washington,
Brooklyn, Boston, Newport and New

I
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Cruisers "Leave Seattle
Seattle, March 9. The cruisers
West Virginia and Maryland left the
navy xard this morning for San Diego
for "battle piraotice," according to
Rear Admiral Southerland.

Sunnv Monday soap is iust
as pure as it looks. It is white,
made from the purest materials and contains no rosin
'
France Silent as Yet
starts dirt likd magic washes
of the
Paris, March
woolens without shrinking
office today informed the Assodoes not fade colors works ciated Press that the French governin any kind of water and ment had made no representations to
the United States, regarding the procontains a marvelous
which saves time arid tection of French interests in Mexico.
rubbing. Sunny Monday will Some people's can't see the error of
double the life of your clothes their ways because of their habit of
and save you half the labor looking at ' jours.
.of wash day.
for-eif- n

dirt-start- er

THEN. K.
iMWMiMr

I

FAIRBANK
CHICAGO

COMPANY

ATHLETES AWAIT
THE REFEREE'S

S pring Merchandise

A $0.25 Iron Bed Any
Color or Size. With
Brass Top Rods and
Knobs

WHISTLE

Each of our departments is now complete with its new stock of Spring Merchandise.
New in every sense of the word new styles, new colors and new combinations.

ARMORY WILL TONIGHT EE THE
SCENE OF CHAMPIONSHIP
GAME
BASKETBALL

Whether you are ready to buy or not, come in and see the many new novelties of the
season get acquainted with the new styles. We are showing the largest variety in every
department, we have ever shown and will be glad to show YOU the new things.

.
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mmst
$4.85 for This Week

.

$11 45 for a $15.00 Vernis
Martin bed with
Continuous Posts.

$11.65 for $15.00 Square Post
Vernis Martin Iron Beds, the
newest noveliy.
J $13.95 for a$17.50 Erass Bed
with
Posts, a royal treat
for those wanting a Brass Bed. .

Look at window display for
Big Reductions in other metal
beds.

ALSO DRESSERS

THE

ROSENTHAL

Opposite Y.

M. C. A.,

E. Las Vegas

-

.

mm(.

BIG SALE OF
METAL BEDS

NEW BRIDGES FOR
SAN MIGUEL COUNTY

Tonight in the armory the fans will
witness the most exciting and gruel
ing basketball lontest that has been
played in Las Vegas this season,
High
when the Normal and the
School will clash for the city championship. Both teams are keyed up
to the highest pitch of determination
The Normals are confident of wintoo confident. The
ning; perhaps
Highs are not entirely sure tney wui
eet the big end of the score but they
believe they have an even chance
The
to win.
spirit of rivalry
between the two schools has reached
a point wkere the safety valve la
about to pop. Tonight's game, on
that account, will be fast and fierce.
The officials, however, have warned
both teams that unnecessary roughness will not be tolerated.
Before the main event the second
teams of both schools will clash for
the amusement of the crowd. This
game will begin promptly at eight
o'clock and by that time it is believed
every seat in the building will be oc
cupied. It has been decided by the
management to forbid the admittance
to the main floor of students of eith
er school, sections having been as
signed in the gallery to the two factions. This will prevent play being
Interfered with by loud rooUng or
exchange of personal comments bewho
tween players and spectators
might he endeavoring to "rattle" one
or the other team.
The lineup tonight, with the pos
sible shifting of one or two players,
will be as follows:
Condon,
center;
Highs Webb,
fordard; Swallow, forward; Winters,
rjnard; Trader, guard.
Normal
Gallegos, center; Koog- ler, forward; Ellis, forward;
guard; Fredericks, guard.
Ted Hayward and Julius Krause
will alternate as referee and um
pire.
Com-stoc-

COMMISSIONERS

TO AWARD

TRACTS TO LOWEST

CON

AND

BEST BIDDERS

Before bringing to a close yester
day their regular March session the
county commissioners decided to advertise for bids for the construction
of three new bridges, petitions
for
the construction of which were re
ceived some time ago.' This meant
that actual construction work will be
begun In the near future. In granting the petitions and advertising for
bids the, commissioners showed a disposition to continue the policy of
improvement which (has been adhered
to by them since the organization of
the present board.
The three new bridges will prove
beneficial to the residents of the
county and will increase the volume
of business transacted In Las Vegas
because of the increased and Improved facilities for hauling, whicn
will be given the farmers-- One of
the bridges is across the Pecos at
San Jose. This will be on the site
of a bridge washed out some time
It will be built substantially
ago.
so as to withstand any further floods
and support the heavy traffic that
will pass over it daily. The other two
bridges are closer to Las Vegas. One
will cross the Gallinas river near the
a
old Montezuma hotel, ' replacing
structure that was washed out many
years ago, while the third bridge wnl
span the Arroyo . Pecos near the
slaughter house on the Las Vegas-Lo- s
Alamos road. The construction of the
latter two bridges will prove of immense value both to the residents
of Las Vegas and the people living
in the territory near here.
It having been reported to the commissioners by one of their number
who had been authorized to consult
with Richard Davidson regarding the
y
for the
purchase of a
Mora road through his farm that Mr.
Davidson had refused to sell land for
this purpose, the commissioners decided to instruct District Attorney
Charles W. G. Ward to bring action
for the condemnation of such land
as is desired. According to the report of the territorial engineer the
land is necessary for the construction of a suitable highway to Mora.
The commissioners adjourned yesterday afternoon after considering
and allowing' several bills. The March
session of the board was a busy one.
Beginning Monday morning, it , was
not closed finally until Wednesday
afternoon.
right-of-wa-

you have trouble in getting rid
, If
of your cold you may know that you

are not treating it properly. There
is no reason why a cold should hang
01, for weeks and 1t wUl'not,,lf T03
to
A true friend Is one who sticks
take Chamberlain's "Cough Remedy.
For sale by all drvggteU.i"-you like ..aLPfliQus plaster.

New Suits

New Dress Goods

New Neckwear

'

New

Coats

New Silks

New

Dresses

New Wash Goods

New Leather Goods

New

Skirts

New Table Linens

New Novelties

New Waists

New Embroideries

New Lace

New Belts .

ESTABLISHED
POSTOFFICE PETITIONS
TO GO NSATURDAV
ON THAT DAY THEY
WILL
BE
FORWARDED
TO POSTMASTER
GENERAL

HITCHCOCK

Saturday has been named by the
clerks and carriers of the East Las
Vegas postofflce as the day on which
they will sent to the postmaster general the petitions asking that the, office be closed on Sundays- - They will
cease soliciting signatures
to the
'petitions during the day and will mall
them to Washington in the evening.
Over 1,200 patrons of the office have
signed the petitions. Many others
have them in their possession. '
Every citizen of Las Vegas who
favors Sunday closing of the postofflce
is requested to send in his vote at
once. In case he never received one
of the blank petitions or has mis
placed .the one left at his borne by the
carriers any citizen may obtain a pe
tition at the postofflce. The movement has' proved a popular one. As
ihas been stated before several times
Sunday closing of the office will mean
the ceasing of distributing of mail
through the carriers' windows. Box
and special delivery business will be
attended to with the usual promt ness.
It. la proposed to Inaugurate the new
rule beginning Sunday, April 2.

"
JAMES G. BLA'NP
9.
James G.
Boston, Mass., March
late Hon.
the
of
Blaine, 3d, grandson
James G. Blaine of Maine, was mar
ried today (..to Miss Marion Dow,
daughter of Richard S. Dow, a prom
inent Boston lawyer. The wedding
took plfcct at the home of the bride's
parentB and was a quiet one in view
of the recent death of the bridegroom's mother, Mrs. William T. Bull
of Newport. Mr. Blaine has recently
completed his course at Harvard
FOR BASKETBALL TITLE
University. On Saturday he and his
Evanston, 111., March 9. Arriving
bride will sail from New York for a trains this morning brought numertour of six months through Europe. ous
delegations to the second annual
Central States basket ball championHONEST CONFESSION
ship games. The contests take place
in the gymnasium of the Evanston
A Doctor's Talk on Food.
Y. M. C. A., beginning tonight and
continuing until the end of the week.
There's no fairer set of men on The contestants represent numerous
earth than the doctors, and when
high schools and academies throughthey find they have been in error out Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, In
they are usually apt to make honest diana, Iowa and several other states.
and manly admission of the fact
A case in point is that of a practiTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
tioner, one of the good old school,
who lives in Texas. His plain, un- Take LAXATrVE BROMO Quinine
varnished tale needs no dressing up: fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
"I had always had an Intense prejuDruggists refund money If It
dice, which I can now see was un- ture Is on each box. 25c
warrantable and unreasonable, against
all muchly advertised foods. Hence
I never read a line of the many 'ads'
nor tested the food
of Grape-Nut- s
till last winter.
"While in Corpus Christl for my
health, and visiting my youngest son,
who has four of the ruddiest, healthiest little boys I ever saw, I ate my
food for supfirst dish of Grape-Nut- s
per with my little grandsons.
U"""
"I became exceedingly fond of It
OapltmlPmldln
and have eaten a package of it every
0100,000.00
week since, and find it a delicious,
food,
refreshing and strengthening
leaving no ill effects whatever, causing no eructations (with which I wa3
formerly much troubled), no sense of
fullness, nausea, nor distress of stomach in any way.
"There la no other food that agrees
with me bo well, or sits as lightly or
pleasantly upon my stomach as this
slgna-Tablet-

0
9

s.

I

1862

LAS VEGAS BAKER TELLS
GOOD STORY ON ROOSEVELT
Little stories about great men are
bound to creep .out Sometimes they
are circulated long after they are
dead, due to ths efforts of historians
and writers of biographies to discover new and interesting anecdotes
concerning them. Others are given
publicity during the life time of the
men they concern and
doubtless
cause them as much amusement as
anybody else.
F. D. Fries, a baker employed by
C. D. Boucher, tells a new story on
Roosevelt that Is worty of repetition.
Fries was a Rough Rider. He enlisted at Santa. Fe. On the way to the
front he was detailed as a cook and
when the troops landed In Cuba he
divided his time between fighting and
trying to find something to cook.
Telling the story 1n his own way,

Fries says:
"The meat on shipboard had become so rotten that salt water boil'
ing would scarcely make it fit to go
down, but before Santiago it seemed
to be a question of which would cave
in first, the Spaniards or our stom-

the hard-tacwhen heated would
string out like dough.
"I took some wounded men to the
hospital, eight miles In the rear and
hoped to get a good meal there bite
was disappointed.
Everything that
was not already spoiled was on shipboard and the only thing I saw was
a sack of flour inside an officer's tent.
The sack was too heavy for me to
carry to camp but 1 determined that
the boys of my troop should have a
mess of biscuit if It took a leg, so I
took off my shirt it didn't matter
about the shirt, it was Just as clean
outside as it was In I made it
into a poke and toted 30 pounds or
that flour through the underbrush,
back to camp. In the bank we built
a Dutch oven and baked as nice a
batch of biscuits as one could wish
for and
tell you they tasted good.
We had learned to make a dish of
green mangoes by baking them and
it is needless to say that Colonel
Roosevelt, who was ust as hungry
as the rest of us, ate heartily that
night of hot biscuits and mangoes.
And the Joke of It is he doesn't know
to this day that the Hour those bis-su-it
were made of I carried In my
k

The meat became putrid and shirt."

achs.

DREAD OF AN OPERATION
N. Manchester, InL Mrs. Eva

Ba-shor-

of this place, says, "I suffered
female misery of every description.
Two doctors attended me, and advised
an operation. I lost weight until 1
weighed only ninety pounds, I dreaded an operation, and, instead, begku
to take Cardui. In a short time, I
gained 25 pounds, and feel as well as
I ever did. Cardui, I am sure, saved
my life." Cardui is today used in
thousands of homes, where it relieves
pain and brings back strength and
ambition. It is a woman's medicine,
for women's ailments, and you are
urged to try it for your troubles. Ask
your druggist He will tell you about
Cardui.

ASSESSMENT NOTICE
Notice Is hereby glve i to all taxpayers In Precinct Number 29 of the
County of San Miguel, that I will be
in my office, 605 Lincoln ayenue, between the hours of 8 a. m. and 5 p. m. '
until the 30th day of April, 1911, to
receive returns of all taxable property. Those falling to do so within the
specified t'me will be assessed by me
according to Section 4035 of the compiled laws of 1897, and a penalty of
25 per cent will be Imposed on those
who fail to make returns,
JOHN H. YORK, Assessor.
apr 30

Frank Revell,

CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
Best draught beer In the city, at
Building Job Work a Specialty
the Lobby, of course.
Phone, Main 336
Opposite Optio

9

San MiguelNational Bank j
i Qj

fTtA

J. M.

MMQ&

CUNNINQHAM,

.,.

President,

FRANK SPRINGER.

D.T.HOSKINS.CMhl.r.

Vic Prldcnt.

P. B. JANUARY, Asft. Cuhier.

950,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

does.

"I am stronger and more active
since I began the use of Grape-Nut- s
than I have been for 10 years, and
am no longer troubled with nausea
and indigestion." Name given ,by
Foatum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Look In pkgs. for the famous little
book, "The Road to Wellville."
"THere's a Reason."
Ever read the above letter? A new
to time. jTtiey
one appears from-timare gen'uTneTeTind fulf of 'luman
Interest.
...: '..i,-

Our savings bank, because our financial condition
is satisfactory in every way. We guarantee you
security on all your deposits. Why don't you open

A Savings Account
With us? One dollar will be sufficient to

;
start you
iri the right direction. If you get the habit of depositing, as most all do, you'll soon have a goodly
amount to your credit.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

e

-

You Will Endorse

0c000a0GG000Q

0
0
0
0

0
0

O
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following deBut Artistic Development of Parent scribed estray animal was taken up bv
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
Really Was Due to His Poor
One brown filly 2 years
Eyesight

WERE PROUD OF THEIR

T5he

Optic

COLUMN

Optic's Number, Main

2.

FSR CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Five cents per line each Insertion
Estimate tlx ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines. All advertisements charged will
be booked at space actually set, with
ut regard to number of words. Cash
In advance preferred. Phone Main 2.
HATES

.

Male and Female
Help Wanted

PAPA

To-wi- t:

"We are proud of you, papa," said
the man's three handsome daughters.
"Oh. you arer said he beamingly.
"And what have I done now?"
"You have acquired taste In art,"
said tire handsomest of the trio. '1
don't mind telling you now that there
was a time when we despaired of your
ever appreciating the classic. Thank
goodness, you have Improved under
our tuition until you can pick out the
really beautiful every time. Instead
topsyof admiring the razzle-dasilturvy designs in architecture and decorations that formerly pleased you,
you now choose the simple and easy
lines of pure art"
"Thank you, my dears," said the
man. "I am glad you kept hammering away at me so persistently."
When his daughters had left the
room the man took off his glasses and
rubbed them thoughtfully.
"Well, what do you think of thatr
he said. "I have become artistic, have
I? And why? Because my eyesight
Is so poor. That Is the only reason.
Those fantastic, curlycue figures that
used to please my taste no longer appeal to me, because they hurt 'my
eyes.. I am driven to classic lines In
Most people of my age
are. I once heard an art dealer say
that half the people who thought they
had developed the artistic temperament with years had only ruined their
eyes and needed glasses. I know now
that he was talking sense. That Is
my case exactly. I like those outlandish patterns in carpet and wall paper and things as well as ever, but I
wouldn't have the girls know It for
anything."

LIVE MAN or woman wanted for
work at home paying $2.00 to $3.00
per day, with, opportunity to advance. Spare time can be used.
Work not difficult and requires no
Sacrificed to Fashion.
experience. Universal House, 352
What devastations of bird life are
Wabash avenue, Chicago.
being wrought at the dictates of fashion are set forth In a vivid manner by
Mrs. an expert who has devoted years of
WANTED First class 'cook.
John Shank, 513 East Douglas.
study to the question. Among ornamental feathers assumed for show
during the courting season the
strangely beautiful tail of the lyre-bir- d
A few
of Australia Is unequaled.
s
FOR SALE Fuller and Johnson gas- years ago over four hundred
oline farm pump engine; also thor- were killed In one district to supply
London plumage market. It Is
oughbred brown leghorn chickens. the
so long ago since some sordid
not
Main 156.
vandals surrounded a patch of scrub
in which some representatives of this
FOR SALE Jersey cow, with young
genus were known
calf, Jersey heifer 2 years old. to be breeding, and Setting fire to it
Southwest Realty Co., Burr Faunce, shot down those avian marvels as
they struggled through one pitiless
Sapello, N. M.
ring of fire only to meet their death
in another. The lyrate plumes havRock
SALE
Buff
FOR
Plymouth
ing been cut off, the bodies were
baby chicta, $14.00 per 100. Money thrown aside to rot. The result of
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- such ruthless butchery Is seen in the
tails only were
gie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan., R 2. fact that fifty-tw- o
catalogued for the past year's feather
sales in London. The egret has been
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all d
practically exterminated In North
Bcrlptlons. Notary seal and reo America and in China, and la now so
ordB at The Optlo office.
scarce that the best selected plumes
are fetching forty dollars an ounce,

For Sale

lyre-bird-

old.

U
Branded
1 1
On left shoulder
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this ao
vertlsement, raid estray will bo Bold
by this Board for the benelit or
owner when found.'

THE -

E3

CATTLE

SANITARY

OPTIC

LAS VEGAS

BOARD,

Albuquerque, N. V
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.

IS

ID YOU EVER stop to think that every family
should have'The Optic as pad of its equip

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following
estray animal was taken up by
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
One bay stallion.
Branded
H
On left shoulder
Branded
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this
said estray will be Bold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuqr.ernue, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.

A

d

NECESSITY

mi

ment.

The father wants news while it is iresh,

To-wi- t:

to discuss intelligently

he wants to

be posted on what is happening so that he may be able
with his business acquaintances the timely events of

he day.

eVBBBB

o

o
i

Mother wants to find out what bargains are for sale at the big stores; she also
likes to have the paper to look at in her 'spare time during the evening.
THE OPTIC fills the bill in every respect and will make itself invaluable to
every member of your family.

Send in your subscription today and find out what is going on in Las Vegas,
New Mexico and the world at large.

Estray Advertisement
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
waiter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
One brown filly.
Branded
H
On left shoulder
Branded'
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 24, '11, said date beins: 10
aaye arter last appearance of this ad
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11
To-wi- t:

Please Fill Out and Forward This Blank

-

Send to my address until I order it discontinued THE
DAILY OPTIC.

15 Cents a Week
BY

Name.

Mail or Carrier

Address .
Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom it
nay concern that the following decrioea estray animal was taken up by
HIS
waiter uoieman, Elk, N. M.
One bay mare 8 or 30
years old.
Branded
On left jaw
with white face, weighs about 600
Estray Advertisement
THE LOBBY
Notice Is hereby given to whom it lbs.
Branded
On left shoulder
may concern that the following de
Branded
ED scribed
SHORT tRDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
estray animal was taken up hj On left ribs
M.
N.
Las
Emltt
Cruces,
Isaacks,
Branded
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED
Branded
t:
One red and white steer,
R
On left hip
On left hip
800
lbs.
about
eighs
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
On left shoulder'
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left ribs.
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
Said animal belnir
before March 24, '11, said date being 10
Said animal being unknown to tftu
adthis
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
last
after
of
appearance
Board, unless claimed by owner on o. days
before March 24. 11, said date
said estray will be sold
being 10
March 24, '11, said date being 10 vertisement,
Board
for the benefit of the CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A A. M F. o. E. Meets first and third Tuesday
day after last appearance of this ad- - beforeafter
this
by
last appearance of this au owner when found.
.
lerawmem said estray will be sold days
evenings each month, at Vraternal
Regular communiBold
will
said
be
Campaign Against "Gun Toting."
estray
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
by this Board for the benefit of the vertlsement,
brotherhood hall. Visiting Brothers '
The Atlanta Constitution's crusade owner
of
benefit
the
the
and
Board
for
this
first
cation
by
M.
N.
wnen
1
found.
room
Albuquerque,
cottage against "gun toting" In Georgia is
FOR RENT CHEAP
found.
are cordially Invited. B. F. McGulrs,
owner
when
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
third Thursday In
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
partly furnished, garden, chicken bearing fruit Judge Brand, of the
President; E. C. Ward, Secretary.
each month. Visit
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
house, bai n and cow lot, on car line. western Georgia Judicial circuit, an- First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
Advertisement
cor
'11.
Estray
brothers
Mar.
Mar.
14,
3, last pub.
irst pub.
NO.
FRATERNAL
ing
BROTHERHOOD,
nounces that he proposes to send pis-tNotice ia hereby given to whom it
Inquire 417 Eighth street
102 Meets every Monday night at
invited. William H. Stapp, W,
carriers to the chain gang, without
may concern that the following de- dially
of a fine. This pleased the
their hall in the Schmidt building,
scribed estray animal was taken up by M.; Chas. H. Sporleder, Secretary- Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
FOR RENT Three convenient house the option
as it probably
Constitution
whom
It
to
ia
mightily,
Notice
Notice
Walter Coleman, Elk, N. M.
ia
vest of Fountain Square, at eight
hereby given
whom it
to
COMMANDERV. NO. 2,
hereby
VEGAS
921 Lin
given
LAS
furnished
rooms,
keeping
t:
will all lovers of law and order In may concern that the following de- may concern that the following de
One sorrel blazed faced
Ro'clock.
TEMPLAKNIGHTS
Visiting members are cor
coin.
Georgia. While Judge Brand was hold- scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal was taken up by mare 5 or 6- years old.
welcome.
Fred Philips, presisecond
dially
conclTi
M.
N.
In
mitt Isaacks, Las Cruces,
Regular
Branded
Banks, county, vvairer uoieman, Elk, N. M.
ing court at Hosmer,
dent; Carrie Schrock, Secretary; C.
On left Jaw
One brown mare 8 or 10
Tuesria in each month at
the Constitution says, a poll was taken
One black cow about 10
"of opinion among those attending ses- years old.
Bally, Treasurer.
years old, weight about 750 lbs.
Branded
II Masonic Tiuiple at 7:30 p. tu. C. D.
Branded
sions regarding the striking out of the
Tamme,
Charles
Branded
On left shoulder
II
S.
C;
Eo'.iner,
. E. ROSENWALD
LODGE NO. 545,
(' Branded
On left Jaw
V
alternative of a fine.
On left ribs
Practically
I"""! Recorder.
I. O. B. B. Meets every first TuesBranded
every white man, and the larger per
On left thigh
Said animal being unknown to this
jTS
NO. 3, ROYAL
On left shoulder
centage of the negroes testified their
day of the month' In the vestry
Said animal being unknown tc wis LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
coto
and
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
willingness
approbation
ARCH MASON8 Regular comvocaBranded
before March 24, '11, said date being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On left thigh
operate to the end that the law be
tlon first Monday In each
after last appearance of this ad before March 24, '11, said date being 10
o'clock, p. m. Visiting brothers are
days
l. Jt "i e g S
given systematic enforcement. The
vertisement, said estray will be sold days after last appearance of this ad
month at Masonic Temple,
inivted. Isaac
cordially
Appel,
retiring grand jury took the ' same ffia
by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will be sold
7:30 p. m. J. A.
at
barred
out
on
SecChas.
left thigh owner
President;
Greenclay,
the
stand." New York Tribune.
benefit
of
when found.
by this Board for the
H. P.; Chas. H.
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
retary.
owner when found.
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
N. M.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Sporleder, Secretary.
before March 24, '11, said date being 10 First pub. Mar. 3,Albuquerque,
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBU8, COUNCIL
Noble and Brave.
last pub. Mar. 14, '11
Albuquerque, N. M.
CHAPTER NO. 2. O. E.
RANSFORD
after
last
ad
'11
of
this
appearance
NO. 804 Meets second and fourtk
Percy had matrimonial designs on a days
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14,
S. Meets second and fourth Thursbeautiful and rich heiress. If he could vertisement, said estray will be sold
In O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
Thursday
Advertisement
Estray
this
Board for the benefit of the
In Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agonly give her a demonstration of his by
days
whom
to
members are corit
Notice
la
PUBLICAbuilding.
fiOTiCE'OF
BY
Visiting
SERVICE
hereby
given
owner
when found.
bravery he knew that he would have
nes M. Tripp, Worthy Matron; ThoInvited. W. a. Tipton, G. K.;
may concern that the following deCATTLE
SANITARY
BOARD.
dially
TION
to
a little Justification in proposing
scribed estray animal was taken up by
mas B. Bo wen, Worthy Patron;
N. M.
E. P. Mackel. F. S.
of New Mexico,
her. At length a brilliant Idea occurred First pub. M.ar. J,Albuquerque,
Mar. 14, '11 Francisco L. Galvez, OJo Caliente, N. Territory
last
pub.
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
to him. He was strolling with her
of
M.
I.
Miguel.
San
O. O. F LA8 VEGAS LODGE NO. 1
County
ELYJS CREAM BALM along the waterside when he suddenly
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
old
six
brown
One
Court.
year
District
In
the
Meets every Monday evening at
nostril
Applied Into the
turned to his fair companion.
steer.
NO.
1,
Estray Advertisement
LODGE
DORADO
is quickly absorbed.
EL
H. Vaughn,
hall on Sixth street. All visittheir
Joseph
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Branded
"I say aw Miss Teresa. Could you
CIVES RELIEF AT ONCE.
PYTHIAS Meets
OF
KNIGHTS,
Brethren cordially invited to atPlaintiff,
ing
concern
aw
On
In
so
to
left
the
may
aw
that
fall
ribs
that
the
de
and
heals
manage
following
protects
It cleanses, soothes,
every Monday evenTS.
Said animal being unknown to this
tend, Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
diseased membrane resulting from Catarrh I could wescue you?"
as.
Head
a.
the
on
or
in
owner
N.
Cold
ing in Castle Hall.
claimed
M,
unless
sura
E.
quickly,
Mollle
Board,
looked
Miss
by
drives
Teresa
and
Lanerty, Richardson,
j
The fair
Vaughn,
Rogers, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, Secreaway
One red mottlefaced cow, before March 24, '11, Bald date being 10
' No. 6984
iwtnrwi tha Senses of Taste and Smell. prised.
are
Knights
Visiting
Defendant.
tary; W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V.
one red mottlefaced calf, both
It is easy to use. Contains no injurious
days after last appearance of this ad
"But you can't swim, can you?" she also
cordially Invited.
defend
the
Mollio
E.
mor
no
You,
Vaughn,
no
Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
mm
No
Branded
cocaine,
sold
mercury,
will
be
drugs.
vertisement, said estray
said.
Charles E. Lieb- It
On lt.ft rlha
in the above entitled cause of ac
ant
9
benefit
this
the
phine. The household remedy.
Board
for
of
the
by
LAS
VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MODa
was
moment,
confused for
Percy
schnier, Chancellor
Price, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail.
tion, are hereby notified that an acSaid animal being unknown to this owner when found.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
then a happy Inspiration came to him.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Wsrrsn St., Nsw York
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Commander; Harry
tion for divorce has been commenced
,'Tm afraid I can't swim; but I al- Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Meets the second and fourth TuesAlbuquerque, N. M.
Martin, Keeper of
before
March
said
10
24,
date
'11,
District
of
Court
In
being
don't
the
a
you
you
whistle,
police
ways carry
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11, against
days of each month In the W. O. W.
act
of
this
after
last
and
Records
Seal.
appearance
days
know!"
the County of San Miguel and Terrihall at 8 p. m. C. Clay, Venerable
vertlsement, said estray will be sold
tory of New Mexico, by the above BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
Consul; Geo. Laemmle, Clerk. Visowner when found.
Notice Is hereby given to whom It named plaintiff on the ground of abanAre Americans Deteriorating?
UNION OF AMERICA Meet first
neighbors are cordially Initing
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
may concern that the following de- donment; that unless you enter or
Are Americans running down phyand third Wednesdays of each
vited,
.u
N.
was
bv
taken
scribed
animal
Albuquerque,
up
estray
cause to be entered your appearance
sically since so many of them have First pub. Mar. 3, last
month at ' Fraternal Brotherhood
pub. Mar. 14, '11 Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
ENGRAVERS-PRINTER- S
left the farms and the sea to gather
22nd day of
t:
hall. A. B. Hayward, F. M.; W. A.
One
brown
cow,
DENTISTS.
weighs In this cause before the
In cities? We are moved to the InA. D. 1911, Judgment will be
750 lbs.
about
April,
Glvens,
Secretary. Visiting memIn
war
of
F. R. LORD
quiry because the secretary
Advertisement
Branded
Estray
taken against you by default.
bers cordially Invited.
his report for 1909 says that of 100,996
DENTIST
On left ribs
Notice ia hereby given to whom it
G.
W.
is
Charles
Plaintiff's
attorney
men examined for the regular army, may concern that the following de
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Office
Pioneer
to
tn.
unknown
Said
animal
Building
being
Ward, whose office and postoffice ad81,878 were rejected as lacking either scribed estray animal was taken up by Board, unless claimed
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Rooms'
by owner on or
and 4
Mexico.
New
Las
ia
dress
mental, moral or physical qualifica- Emitt Isaacks, Las Cruces, N. M.
Vegas,
10
said
date
before
March
C.
R.
24,
O.
'11,
at
being
month
hall.
Office Phone Main 67
Visiting
tions. The physical lack was most In
One 5 year old cow, weigh
JOHN JOERNS,
days after last appearance of this adBrothers are cordially Invited. J. K.
, Residence Phone 41.3
will
evidence; and, as the major percent- about 700 lbs.
so'd
be
vertisement, said estray
Clerk of the District Court.
Martin, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Conrecruits hailed
age of the would-b- e
by this Board for the benefit of the
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
stations
don, Secretary.
where
On
owner when found.
recruiting
from cities,
right ribs
DENTIST
-f
of
their
CATTLE
phy.SANITARY BOARD,
are handiest, the result
RED MEN Meet in Fraternal BrothSaid animal being unknown to this
Suite 4. Crockett Building.
Has
Albuquerque, N. M.
sical tests would seem to bear directly Board, unless claimed by owner on or
A Cold, La Grippe, then Pneumonia
erhood hall the eleep of the fourth
First pub. Mar. 3, last pub. Mar. 14, '11.
phones at office and residence.
on the matter of environment.
Is too often the fatal sequence. Folbefore
March
24, '11, said date being 10
of
each
PILLS
Thursday
month, eighth
CHICHESTER MtANO.
ey's Honey and Tar expel the cold,
days after last appearance of this ad
A
run, thirtieth breath. Visiting broth- and
la
checks
the
will
sold
prevents
grippe,
Advertisement
said
ATTORNEYS
be
vertlsement,
estray
Estray
ynvisv I
,irand
llmond
Kept Informed.
era always welcome to the wigwam. Geo. H. Hunker
Notice ia hereby given to whom it penumonla. It is a prompt and reliby this Board for the benefit of the
nd Hold Bimllic
ia
Chester a. Husks'
wife
has
his
understand
I
Green
bases, soled with Blus Ribbon. V
owner when found.
W. O. Wood, sachem; David Flint,
may concern that the following de- able cough medicine that contains no
HUNKER & HUNKER
other. Bur florJf
Toko
money?
scribed estray animal was taken up by narcotics. It is as safe for your chilCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
UracsHi.
chief of records and collector of
tor
. Attorneys at Law
DIAMOND
Point He understands it, also.
dren as yourself. O. G. Schaefer and
Emltt IsaackB, Las Cruces, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M,
nus known u Best. Ssfsrt. Alwsys Rellibto
wampum.
Co.
Lm
red
Life.
'11
Red
3
Mar.
Mar.
Vegas,
Cross
old
One
3,
last
Drug
First
heifer,
14,
New Mexico,.
year
pub.
Brooklyn
pub.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
-
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NEW FIGS AND DATES
Extra Fancy Golden Persian, per lb. 15c
Extra Fancy Black Dates, per, lb. 20c

PITTED PERSIAN DATES
Fine or making date pudding,

package
Extra Fancy Symrna

per-

lb.

-

....20c

Layer Figs, per

lb
...25c
Choice Imported Symrna Figs, per Ib.ISc
Fancy California Table Pigs, 12 oz.
10c
package for

THE STORE THATS ALWAYS BUSY
Phone Main

193

or Main

194

Timothy Hay
'

White Cleaned

Oats..

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops
AND

1

I
I

1

PIE

"OUR

FLOUR"

Phone Main

131

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
A General Banking Business transacted.

Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

ROOTS
HUBARB
THE
WE
RED
LARGE

VARIETY

Order these now this is the best
time to plant them.
"

Perry Onion

& Son

Salt Fish
jjew jjorway Mackerel
Cod Fish
'
' '
c ,. Hd
k of all Kinds.
Also

?T Tv
-

Smoked
Bloaters
White Fish
Salmon
HalibutFennan Haddie, etc.

W

Graaf

f

.

o'clock

The Biggest Game

There will be a smoker tonight at
the Las Vegas club.

rH

f

!

Poultry

Turkeys, Geese,
Hens, Springs,
Rabbits,

Ducks

Manager D. W. Lee of the local
Mra C. W. Cbberly was awarded tie
of the Colorado Telephone
exchange
Woodmen
quilt given away by the
Circle. She received the prize last company, today distributed among the
business houses and down town ofnight at a meeting of the circle.
fices desk blotters, advertising
the
toll lines. On the face of
company's
School-NormThe 'big High
game
the blotter Is a chart, the lines imitakes place tonight at the Armory.
tating lightning flashes on which are
The Armory doors open at 7:15 given some of the points reached by
tonight. Preliminary game begins at the toll lines of the company, togeththree-minut- e
8.
Don't miss the fastest, fiercest, er with the rates for
closest basketball game ever played conversations. It is as handy as it
is unique.
in Vegas.
Conditions in Mora county were
never more favorable for a profitable
year for the farmers and ranchmen,
according to Andres Gandert, sheriff
of that county, who has here today
from his home in Mora looking after
official business. Mr. Gandert says
the roads have dried and are in good
condition. The farmers have begun
plowing and every farm is the scene
of muoh activity. Grass is giving in
dication of coming up thickly.

Dr. Frank H. H-- Roberts will preach
Sunday morning and evening at the
First Baptist church. The members
of the congregation
invite their
friends to attend the services.

Francisco Sandoval, a resident of
San Miguel, tb.is morning applied at
the court house for $15 as bounty on
a Lobo wolf killed by him near his
ihome. The killing of Lobo wolves Is
a profitable occupation in this coun

Colonel "Buffalo" Jones of Las
was guest of honor at a banquet

Managers Duncan and Brown of
Duncan opera house have concluded
a contract with Olga Nethersole, who
will appear here on Tuesday evening
March 28 in "Mary Magdalene.? The
managers feel fortunate in being able
to bring to Las Vegas a star of
such magnitude as Nethersole and It
is believed the house will witness a
when
The Las Vegas Medical society held record breaking attendance
its regular meeting last night in the she appears.
offices of Dr. H. W. Heymann and Dr.
Several local sportsmen have been
F. H. Crail In the Center Block. Several Interesting papers were read and hunting this week and all have rethe doctors Joined in a discussion. turned with game bags well filled wUh
After
refreshments ducks. Several old timers are planadjournment,
were served.
ning a big hunting trip for nest
week. They will leave here on St.
Associate Justice C. J. Roberts, who Patrick's day and will be gone sevis also presiding Judge of the Fourth eral days. Ducks are said to be
Judicial district, has accepted an in plentiful In San Miguel and Mora
vitation extended by the board of edu- counties this spring.
cation of the East Las Vegas public
Preparations for the concert dud
schools, to deliver the commencement
address this year; Judge Roberts is play for the benefit of the Catholic
a keen thinker and an eloquent ora- church of East Las Vegas, at the Duntor. The board is to be congratulated can opera house on the night of
March 17, St Patrick's day, are proon its selection.
gressing rapidly and Las Vegans .re
assured a fine treat on that date. St.
We are headquarters for
Patrick's day is excepted from the
strict observance of Lent, it being a
STRICTLY HIOH GRADE special day in the church calendar.
"The Squaw Man," which was produced last night at the Duncan oper
audience.
house, pleased a
The cast was excellent and its interpretation of the play was a happy
and well executed one.
The play
was the best drama seen here this
season.
d

Next Tuesday evening Las Vegas
lodge No. 408 Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks will elect officers for the coming year. A large
attendance Is expressed as the Elks
always manifest much interest in the
elections. Other business of Importance will be brought up at the

PEA
SEED
IN BULK

iDr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the Normal University, yesterday
received from the board of education
of Albuquerque, an Invitation to deliver the address to the graduating
class of the Albuquerque high school
on June 2. Dr. Roberts will accept
the invitation.
'

Our growers give special attention to selecting and cleaning.
Now is the time to make your

selection.
pur - Spring stock of Bostonian
dress shoes has arrived and is ready
for' inspection.
&it$l.i?ori every
one at Talchert's.

STEARNS,
GROCER.

....

SPECIAL SALE AT
GREENBERG E R'S

COR the balance of week,

ill

95c Each
Shirts in colors that will not
fade, shirts in plain or
pleated bosoms, shirts with
cuffs attached or detached

The government thermometer
at
the Normal University this afternoon
registered a maximum temperature
for the day of sixty-eigh- t
This is one degree higher
record set by the month of
During January, however,
perature went to seventy-threweather with clear skies Is
for tomorrow.
e.

NOW ON DISPLAY.

degrees.

SEE SHOW WINDOW

than the
February.
the temCooler
predicted

The Las Vegas council of the
Knights of Columbus will meet tonight in the O. R. C. hall. Business
of importance will be transacted and
every member of the council is urged
to be present
TRY YOUR LUCK AND HELP A
GOOD CAUSE
:

From Feb. 2 to the 28th, a day and
night shift has been at work at El
Porvenir Mine, and are in 60 feet
Cood ore is In sight, and prospects
are very promising. All those wishing to subscribe please call at Romero Merc. Co., our 10 per cent plan
is within your reach. We would be
pleased to have you come and inspect the mine. We have a man there
to show you and explain all you wish
to know.
MARGARITO

fl

'

O. L. Michaels, who four years ago
was manager of the local Western
Union office, but who Is now living
in Colorado Springs, is celebrating
the arrival of a son, born yesterday
to Mrs. Michaels, according to a dispatch received here today. The Michaels were well known and popular
during their residence in Las Vegas.

Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday we
will offer a $1.25 value in
men's shirts. All sizes from
14 to I7f at

GREEN BERG ER
"A Square Deal"

confident that

--Fe- eling

there wou ld be greater demand
than ever this spring by the house wives of Las
Vegas for Linoleum we (have now on display the
finest line ever shown in Las Vegas Vour kitchen needs linoleum, so do your knees.

J.

C.

JOHNS EN

& SON

jHOOSlERIinSlCABlETS

ROMERO.

o

.

Store

j

Season

of the

of Canadian Camp in the Hotel Astor,
New York City, Monday night. The
meat of some of thecojonel's Persia-rin-

.,BXUame

& Hay ward Co.

Shirts

1 1

Game Called at 6 O'clock

Everybody is going to see the big
This morning at 9 o'clock at the
game at the,Armory tonight.
Methodist parsonage, Miss Minnie
Haag was united in marriage to Fred
Mrs. Davis, ladies' tailored and fan- J.
Harris, of Watrous, by the pastor,
cy gowns. 1017 Tilden- - Telephone Rev. E. C. Anderson. The ceremony
Main 357.
was witnessesd by Intimate friends
of the contracting parties. The bride,
and sign came ,
Automobile, carriage
here some time ago from
painting by a practical painter. 429 Pennsylvania, as a trained nurse and
Grand avenue.
is well and favorably kmownl
The
groom is engaged in ranching near
One unfortunate was brought beWatrous. He is a brother of A. H.
fore Judge D. R. Murray this mornHarris of this city. Mr. and Mrs. Haring. He was given ten days in Jail
ris left this afternoon for Watrous.
for being drunk.

J. H.

Ba

Tickets 35c.

Try White Kitchen meals. The best
in Las Vegas for 25 cents.

fair-size-

.

NORMAL

Doors Open at 715

SWEET

Fresh Fish
Halibut
Catfish.
Sea Bass
Baricuda,
RedSnapper.Croppies
Smelts
Salmon.
Crabs, etc.
Oysters,

10

Buffet.

Ranch Phone 276.

LEST YOU FORGET. WE WILL HAVE
DURING LENT A FULL SUPPLY OF
SUCH AS

Lunch every morning at

at Long's

.

vs.

lambs for which he .is famous,
was served and tickled the palates
of the easterners to such an extent
that they called for more. Colonel
Jones
made a speech on the handling
The White Kitchen open all night.
.
of wild animals.
Hot chile and short orders.

OF

Main 462,

HIGH SCHOOL

Euffet

There will be services held at Tem
ple Montefiore, Douglas avenue and
Ninth street, Friday night at 8 o'clock,
and preceding Sabbath school Satur
day morning at 10 o'clock. Subject
of sermon, "The Story of Purim." All
are invited to attend.

First Rational Bank

Store Phone

the bar at Long's

ty

ESTABLISHED 18 70

R

Old Crow sold over

,

ARMORY

TONIGHT,

at Nolette's barber

No long waits
shop.

.

Las Vegas Roller Mills

HAVE

B a s 1c e t

LOCAL NEWS

1911

Q.

I

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At theLobby, of course'." "

Wholesale
and Retail

Your
Wool Blankets

Laundered Nicely
They are laundered perfectly
by our careful, scientific method.

They are washed in pure,
soft water and only specially
prepared- woolen soap is used
to clean them.
-

This process makes them as
clean and sweet as when new,
it doesynot shrink them nor
run the colors in the border.
We dry them in a germ proof
and finish them so the
nap is made as long and soft
as when new.
room

SCREENED
Anthracite Coal,' all sizes.

DW.
Foot of Main St.'

A

"

LUMP

crarT?lsos

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

CONDON
Phono Main 21

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MaJn 227.

c--

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

The Kareful' Klothing Kleaning Ko.

Good Things
to

Eat.

Star and Sea Crest Lobster
McMenamin's Deviled Crabs
Ferndell Clams
Ferndell Tiny Beets
Ferndell Asparagus Tips
White Bear and Crown Sardines

Peanut Butter
Vezet (dutch'made) Cheese
Ferndell Shrimp (wet or
dry)
Sardines in Peanut Oil
Beeck-Nu- t
Currant or
Grape Jelly
and a host of other things to
tempt the appetite
ft,Beech-N-

'.

...

Goods Called for and Delivered

All

Worle'Guaranteed Satisfactory

,

Repair Work a Specialty
Phone Vegas 450 .

614 Lincoln Avenue

dDMUdDDdSsiDd
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BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Mao.)

Famous Shoes for r7en
;.

H

?

:

""oft

No illustrations can d justice' ttf bur spring
line of BOSTONlAN, pRESS SHOES.
Let usuggest that yqu cptne in and see if
we haven't the largest; and, most
line of footwear in this city, in low cuts and
h igh shoes .
te

)

$3.50, $4,34.50, $5
xAt TAUS HERTS'
Next-to

Wells-Farg-

o

Express"Companyr!
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CAPITOL'S OLD PAPERS
DOCUMENTS IN THE TREASURY
MAKE INTERESTING
READING.

OLD

FORT

JEFFERSON DAVIS

Most Hiatorlo Post of the Southwest
Frontier Is Soon to Pats Out

of Existence.
J. T. Reed of El Paso, Tex.,
grew quite reminiscent when in Washington not long since, In speaking of

OLD FASHION ROAST
IT SHOULD
OVED BED
OF HOT ASHES,

Col.

Early Records of

Nation Canceled
Check for Milllont More Than
Mere Slips of Paper Some

Historic Warrants.

"Uncle Sam's Pocket Book," as the
national treasury Is sometimes called.
contains some interesting matters
besides a goodly
store of the necessary and desirable cash. There
are many docuIn
ments.
the
form of receipts,

accounts, and

what not. which.
iproealc as they may seem when enumerated generlcally, possess, In a
number of Instances, a piquant Inter-st- ,
as throwing sidelights upon the
development and history of a great nation and those who have figured In its
making.
It was not until Miss Mary H.
Brady, a clerk In the auditor's office
of the treasury, set herself the pleasant task of collecting the more striking historic documents, which had
theretofore, been consigned generally
to dust and oblivion, that it was
d
what would be done in gathering
a. veritable museum of
documentary
lOurlos even in such an unpromising
(place as an auditor's office.
Miss Brady includes among her
(quaint documentary treasures the old
mileage books showing the sums, allowed members f congress in the
arly days for transportation to and
from Washington. This traveling was
done on horseback or in stage coaches, and they were paid so much a
mile by the government. One of the
1ooks covers such items for the thirteenth session of congress, and one
of Its entries, for $963 mileage. Is receipted In a faint, somewhat unsteady
hand, "D. Webster." A payment was
made to Henry Clay of $560 for 111
days' attendance. Congressman were
then paid by the day, and their pay
deducted for every day they were ab- aant.
The quality of the papar used for
these old records is of a very superior
description, and, saving for the edges,
which are somewhat cracked and discolored, it is still in excellent condition. Upon holding it to the light the
British royal water mark Is disclosed
showing a crown, with the entwined
letters, "G. R." below, the paper being
of English make during the reign of
George III. Some of these watermarks show the royal coat of arms,
with the crown above It.
: As a usual thine;, a canceled rhppk
Is a mere slip of paper, worthless and
uninteresting, but when Its original
value reaches up lntd the multimil-llon- s
aud It covers the purchase of a
country or a state, or is a record of
some other huge and historic national
or International transaction, it Is
worth a second glance, even in the sacred Interests of curiosity. ' '
There are several such checks, or,
properly speaking, warrants, framed
and glazed in a compartment of Miss
Brady's desk, and they are not curiosl-Jtle- s
merely, but are being held by the
government as evidence of payment in
,the cases of these mammoth business
transactions. , They are warrants for
ithe payment of moneys appropriated
jby congress, and they date back as
far as 1824, when $200,000 was paid to
Lafayette by the United States "in
consideration of his services In the
jwar of the revolution." This warrant
;ia signed by William H. Crawford,
secretary of the treasury, and is receipted on the back by Lafayette hlm-iselIn a small, neat hand.
One of these warrants of historic
ilnterest and importance is that which
;gave the emperor of Russia $7,200,000
'for Alaska, under the treaty of 1867.
iThis document is worded, in an imposing style, commencing: "Pay to the
undersigned envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary of his majesty the emperor of all the Russias."
A far larger and more important
real estate deal on the part of Uncle
Same Is represented by the warrant
covering the Louisiana purchase, the
amount being $15,000,000.
This transaction was made under the treaty of
1803. Four warranis, each for $5,000,-00represent tha $20,000,000 which
was handed over to Spain for the Philippines.
These warrants were indorsed by
Jules Cambon, the French minister,
representing the government of Spain,
this for the reason that a treaty cannot be entered into by any country directly with a belligerent power.
But In regard to the magnitude of
the sum of money Involved the most
Impressive warrant ever Issued by this
government Is that paid for the Panama canal. It is a simple draft for
$40,000,000 made out by "J. Plerpont
Morgan & Co., special disbursing
agent," through whom it was paid to
the French company. On the back of
this document are the signatures of
members of the famous firm. A little
earlier was issued the warrant of the
canal zone, the area of ten miles on
either side of the big dHoh.
Although canceled and apparently
valueless from an intrinsic point of
view, these warrants are, In effect,
receipts, and, as their careful custodian observes in case of their loss,
the government would possess no evidence of having disbursed these enormous sums.
reai-;Ue-
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old Fort Jeff Davis. Tha name "Jeff"
is not very often used In connection
with this old fort now. It was established in 1854, when Jeff Davis was
secretary of war, from that time to
1857. Recently the 391 acres of Fort
Jeff Davis were put up at auction, and
this most historic post of the southwest frontier will pass out of existence
as a fort. With this fort are connected the names of Sherman, Sheridan, Law ton, Shafter, Miles, Crook
and many other men who won distinction as Indian .fighters and who are)
connected with the history of the
bloody war trails of the Indians
through the west. Mr. Reed said:
"The buildings are still in a good
state of preservation.
The post is
situated in a picturesque part of the
Upper Rio Grande border region of
Texas. It is at an altitude of 6,000
feet, and the reservation is bounded
on one side by precipitous cliffs, from
whose heights bands of Indians frequently made attacks upon the garrison. To reach the top of the rocky
cliffs soldiers were obliged to make a
long detour, and the time that was
lost in doing this usually enabled the
Indians to escape before a counter attack could be made upon them.
"Fort Davis occupied a strategic
continued Colonel Reed,
position,"
"being on the route of overland travel
between San Antonio and California.
The last stand of tha Apache Indians
before they were driven oat of Texas
into Arlsona and New Mexico was
made In its vicinity. In those days
and for many years before every stage
and wagon train that made the trip
over the long and desolate route between San Antonio and points In the
far west was accompanied by an escort of soldiers. It was while 'stationed at Fort Davis that General
Shafter, who then held the rank of
captain, was given the title of 'Old
Ball' Shafter, a nickname descriptive
of his tenacity of purpose and wonderful powers of endurance when on
the trail of marauding Indians."
FAMOUS WASHINGTON CHURCH
Built With Bricks Brought From England, and Our First President Worshipped Within Its Walls.
This picture shows

old

St.

Pal's

Episcopal church, in Washington. It
Is one of the oldest Episcopal churches
in America. It is now nearly 200 years
old, having been built in 1719, long before the city of Washington was
thought of. In what was then the city
of Georgetown, but now forming part
of Washington. The . bricks used in
the building were brought from England in sailing vessels. It stands a
short distance back from the entrance
to beautiful Rock Creek cemetery and
Is almost entirely covered with Ivy.

Now Is tha Time to Have an Old-Fash loned Com Roast, Build a
and Invite
Huge Bonfire

Your Friends Over.
Corn and baked potatoes, with oys

ters roasted In the shell, will be all
that la needed for aupper beyond tha
usual sandwiches and soft drinks. If
a salad is wanted tha tiny
tomatoea carry easily and are not
,V
--J
naaw
d

pear-shape-

A!

Mayonnaise should be mixed, at borne.
put In a small glass Jar, and packed
in a kettle filled with Ice.
To Insure a successful roast It is
necessary to have a huge bed of
ashes. If you can find any of the par
ty enthuslastlo enough to start the
fire the night before and keep It go
ing steadily, you will have much better results. Otherwise It should be
started hours ahead of the meal time.
Tear off all the husks but the thra
inner layers. Remove silk and tie
rest of husks so they do not come
open.
Put the corn and potatoes In the
ashes about the same time, the potatoes five minutes earlier if they are
big ones. The oysters roast In much
less time.
Use Good Butter.
Have a supply of good butter with
which to dress oysters and corn. Potatoes are dug from their charred
shells and mixed with plenty of butter, salt and pepper.
Let the men tend to putting the
foods In the ashes, also to removing
them with small shovels.
Girls'
dresses are too inflammable to go
near a bonfire.
There is a flavor to these ashes
cooked food that can be had In no
other way nor is It Just imagination
or youth lending a glamour.
Some picnickers Include apples for
dessert in the roasting list. The skins
are somewhat too much charred to be
palatable, but they are excellent when
put In long iron skewers or in corn
poppers and cooked over the flame.
Corn popping is klso an agreeable
addition if long enough handles can
be rigged up not to toast the toasters.
Cabbage In a Loaf.
Scoop out the crumbs from a square
loaf of bread, leaving only the four
walls. Leave In the oven until crisp
and fill with the following mixture:
Take off the large outside leaves from
a small head of cabbage, remove the
stalk and soak in water for about ten
minutes, drain and cook in boiling
salted water with a teaspoonful of
l
soda- - until tender; - cut
pieces, season with salt and pepper
and put a layer of the cabbage into
the loaf with small pieces of butter
over It. Add a layer of breadcrumbs
and grated cheese. Let stand In the
oven until the cheese has melted, and
serve very hot.
into-smal-

HUNT

BUFFALO

IN

full-grow-

DUCATS ful men?
Teacher

Some American Actresses Who Have
Made Brilliant Matrimonial

Alliances.

the yellow rind of four lemons cut In
tiny bits, and four pounds of apples
pared and quartered. Cook twenty
minutes, add the Juice of four lemons,
let it come to a boil and seal while

indorsed and Recommended by AU Who
tigate Its Merit. IT SAVES MEN
FROM DRINK

The Neal internal treatment A Guaranteed Contract Z
cures tha periodical, occasional
r
or moderate drinker tha habitual A guaranteed bond and contract
and excessive drinker and the ner- is given each Jpatient agreeing to
vous man who has to drink effect a perfect cure or refund the
to keep from becoming money at the end of third .day.
more nervous. It takes away
A Modern. Treatment
all inclination to drink, all desire
and craving for drink by neutralizing1 the poison of alcohol in the The Neal is & Physician's
drink! habit; it is
system and ridding the blood of Cure for the
and perfect of
modern
the
most
of
the poison by a rapid process
known
originated by
treatments,
elimination leaving the drinker in
ladministered
and
a
by
physician,
the same normal condition he was
It'never
in before tasting liquor, so far as experienced physicians.
the effect of alcohol may be con fails.
for drink
cerned all appetite
Call, write or phone 1321 for free
gone and he a new man.
book and copy of contract; Neal
No Hypodermic Injections Institute Co., 512 N. Second St.,
The Neal internal treatment ef- Albuquerque, N. M. All comfects a perfect cure in three days munications strictly confidential.
Bank references given.
without hypodermic injections.

Was all the disciples truth-

Certainly, Claudle.
Well, that's funny. Pa
says that fishermen never tell the
truth.

un optic

Some Say.
The summer .girl
Waa sweet, you bet!
The autumn girl
Is sweeter yet I

first

Then comes the marriage of Oscar
Lewlshon by Edna May, and of his
younger brother, Jesse, to Edna Mo- Cauley. August Belmont and Eleanor
Robson are now a happy married
couple, and Ethel Barrymore, "the
most engaged on the stage," became
the bride of
Colt
Two more actresses who married
rich men are MUllcent Wlllson, the
wife of William Randolph Hearst and
Minnie Ashley, who married William
Astor Chanler. Amy Busby married
Eugene Lewis, a New Tork. lawyer.
and Gladys Willis married Samuel
who is at the head of Edison's
electrical enterprises In the west, and
is a very rich man.
In the matter of titles, the Ameri
can actress has proved equally irre
sistible. Camilla Clifford is now the
Hon. Mrs. Henry Lyndhurst
Bruce,
and some, day she will be Lady Aber-darConnie Gilchrist, Sylvia Storey
and Rosle Boots are now addressed
as the Countess Poulette, thV Countess of Orkney and the Marchioness of
Headfort
Anna Robinson became the
Countess of Rosslyn a few years ago,
and Eva Carrlngton wedded Lord de
Clifford.
Frances Belmont, one of the
famous "Floradora Sextette," is now
Lady Ashburton.
RusBel-Grlswol-

d

In-su-

Inves- -

Claudle

In a list of American actresses and
chorus girls who have marled men of
wealth or members of the aristocracy
the New Idea Woman's Magazine puts
Edith Klngdon, now Mrs. George
Gould,

Without a Failure

OFTEN THE CASE.

Claudle
AND

A LIQUOR CURE

REACHING.

used to pin
To own a bike.
And then ha sort of
Thought he'd Ilk
An auto, then
Ha thought again
And pined to own
a aeroplane;
And he could bare
Bought him a bike.
, By tha tiro
that
He longed to bike
Out In an auto;
Than, again.
When, he longed for
An aeroplane
H could bav bought
An auto; so
All his life lone
It Beamed to go
That way, he kept
Back Just behind
The thins to which
Hla heart Inclined;
And when he's rich
Enough to make
The aeroplane
He'll want a steak.

The screams of school children bar
ricaded in a district school seven
miles from Anoka prevented a charge
through a window of the building by
the enraged buffalo that escaped from
James J. Hill's farm 20 miles away,
and gave the clue to the whereabouts
of the beast that led to Its death, says
a Minneapolis dispatch to the New
Tork World.
Reporters ascertained in their chase
n
of the animal that It really was a
American bison. In an automobile the reporters began the bunt
for an animal now almost extinct
Even the skeptical people of the
country, who scouted the first reports
of farmers, who were terrorized by
sight of the beast, are convinced that
It really was a buffalo.
Early the countryside was roused
and the chase renewed. After an exciting hunt the animal was located In
the heavy timber a quarter of a mile
from Barney Monlon's place, on the
State road. County Attorney H. Tratt
and Lee Glddlngs left the automobile,
in which they had been pursuing the
beast and hautlly entered the tlm-be- rt
tract On the other side of the
woodland Pratt made out the creature
dashing through a field of stubble.
Though it was a long shot Pratt fired.
This was followed by a volley from
Glddlngs, and together the men hastened In the direction of the clearing.
A trail of blood was found, and another glimpse through the farther
thickets showed that the animal was
hampered in his rapid flight by a
slight limp. Later In the day the buf-'
falo was shot and killed by a posse.
DUKES

1

B

Down.

e.

Apple Ginger.
Apple ginger Is a relish that will
Make a syrup of
find appreciation.
four pounds of sugar and a pint of
water. As soon as it comes to a boil
add one ounce of green ginger sliced,

ALWAYS

AUTOS

Enraged Bison Escaping From James
J. Hill's Farm Is Run

DRAMA,

191

Fame.

1

"Yes," said the soldier of fortune,

"the first Nicaraguan general had a
cigar named after him. He la famous."
"And how about the second T" asked
the friend.
"Oh, he got it In the neck.'

ehr

"Did,
"Yea, they named

a collar

him."

GOES IN THE HOMES

after

u you

"
Nora Was Wise.
''Nora," censured the house butler.
"If you must break the missus' vases
why don't you break the cheap ones In
stead of those expensive Imported
ones?"
"Oh, no," laughed Nora, with a gay
flourish of her feather duster. "If I
broke the cheap ones she would take
them out of my wages."

WANT TO SELL
WANT TO BUY

"Local Color."
"A moving picture theater recently
exhibited a series of street scenes in

WANT HELP

Reno."

"Realistic?"
"Very. In one scene 14 flossy females were standing on a street corof booze passed
ner when a truck-loaby."

WANT SITUATIONS

d

hot
"

,To Remove Grease.

x

To remove candle grease from a
fabric or any smooth surface, heat a
knife and carefully scrape off with
This is easier
this hot implement
than ironing over the grease, besides
Where Washington Worshipped.
being possible of achievement in more
Washington, when president, was a cases.
worshiper within its walls. It is still
Sealing wax is a harder problem.
In an excellent state of preservation It is easy to remove, but leaves a
and services are held there every Sun- white spot after It This spot, howV
day.
ever, will yield to sponging with turpentine, or, if it still persists after
1
this,' to a further application of alcoA BAND CONCERT, FOR THREE hol.

8i Quills to a Novel.
Not Reasonable.
The use of quill p'ens Is by no
"You couldn't expect that man to
means confined to government offices lake an abstract view of the paving
and the gentlemen who point with question."
them at unhappy witnesses. A habitVWhy not?"
ual writer, for Instance, confesses
"Because he's a concrete agent"
that he never willingly used a steel
pen since he was out of the control
ON A SIDING.
He always used
of schoolmasters.
quills until the triumphant fountain
pen provided him with a reasonable
substitute, and that more because of
its convenience than its efficiency.
novelists still
Several
stick to the quill; it is, Indeed, the
only writing Implement with any personality if It Is refractory you can
coax it. The mending of a quill does
not require much practice, and you
can buy, for a small Bum, a little machine that does it for you beautifully.
You may easily write 15,000 words
with one quill, mending It four times,
which gives six quills to the novel.
So the cost of novel writing is small
stated in terms of quills.

ADVERTISE IN THE OPTIC
Leading Paper of Northeastern

THE GREATEST AND BEST

well-know-
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When Government Decides
Music It Is Given Regardless
of Size of Audience.

Give

When the government of the Disof Columbia decides to give a
band concert It gives It. Of course,

trict

Inclement weather might cause It to
be abandoned, but If It simply happens
that there seems to be no demand for
a concert, that is no reason in the
estimation of the authorities that have
Jurisdiction over such matters why
the concert Bhould not be given.
It happened that a band concert was
scheduled sometime ago. Ordinarily
there is a good turnout of citizens,
chiefly In carriages and motor cars, to
enjoy the excellent music which the
bands assigned to these concerts discourse. But, as fate and the weather
man would have it, a cold wave came
down from the Canadian country or
Bomewhere else in the arctic region
and It struck Washington Just before
the concert was scheduled. The weather was not distressingly cold, but it
was' chilly and forbidding, and when
the band struck up the first lively
tune which floated mockingly on the
frigid air, there was Just three auditors who had braved the weather and
come to listen.
The band, apparently believing that
others would come, continued the program, but no more came, and the leader simply continued the program to
the melodious end with as much sangfroid as If he had been performing to
a large and appreciative audience.

Escalloped Potatoes.
Pare and slice thin one quart of potatoes ; put layer of potatoes In baking
dish, seasoning with pepper and salt
Repeat this until all the potatoes are
used. Then take milk, one egg, and
heaping tablespoonful of flour, beat all
together, pour over potatoes and cut
thin slices of bacon and put on top-o- f
potatoes. Put in oven and bake until
brown.
.

Glace

Glace au Chocolate.
au Chocolate Place

two
ounces of chocolate in a saucepan with
a half teaspoonful of vanilla extract;
place over hot water until melted,
then add three ounces of powdered
sugar and the white of an egg, place
over the fire and mix with a wooden
spoon until Just warm. Remove and
immediately use as directed.
Gold Cake.

cup butter, one cup sugar,
f
cup sweet
yolks of six eggs,
f
teaspoon soda, one teamilk,
spoon cream of tartar, one and one-hacups flour. Beat butter and sugar
to a cream, beat the yolks and add.
Dissolve soda in milk and sift cream
of tartar in flour.
One-ha-

lf

one-hal-

one-hal-

lf

"Apple Custard PJe.
One large sweet apple, grated, one-hacup sugar, one egg well beaten,
pinch of salt one scant pint of milk.
Bake in one crust'

lf

N. M.

A

Half-Ce-

Coin.

v

For the Special Trade
Brandies Whiskeys Wines
j

s

The lack of the half cent in our
money undoubtedly costs the consumers of the United States millions of
dollars every year. Competition has
become so keen In business that producers and middlemen figure their
prices down to the finest point. The
difference of a half or even a quarter
of a cent In the cost of such things
as flour, sugar and soap means in
the aggregate thousands of dollars to
them. And that fraction of a cent is
as valuable to the buyers as to the
sellers. Yet when a certain cloth is
advertised for sale at 37 cents a yard
and a woman buys three yards of it
she pays 41.13, because she cannot
hand over $1.12. With eggs at 45
cents a dozen, she pays 23 cents for
half a dozen. The odd half cent goes
to the seller. Never does the purchaser get the benefit of it
Willing to Please.
"These stocks of yours are worthless."
"I don't care," said the woman.
"The broker Is very accommodating.
He has exchanged them four times."

3

i

Star Hennessy

Brandy
Peach Brandy
Apple Brandy

Conductor This train is a local express. What made you think It waa a
milk train?
Passenger Oh! because It stopped
ao many times to water.
Hunting Days.
And now that days draw near, alas.
Whan huntsmen, far and wide,
A moving; object In the grass.
Will see end shoot a guide.
Not Serious.
1 hear there are grave
against Senator Jinks."
"What are they?"
"The sextca's bills."

Aprioot Brandy
5

Stars

G. H. Mumms
17

Different Brands
of Bourbon and
Rye, so we have

your brand.

California Brandy

Pommery
GreatWeste

4 Co,

Santerners'

Virginia Dare

Claret

Deidosheimer
Laubenheimer
Niersteiner

imrstetner
Imported Port and Sherry also White Port Wine.

p e cs a

O. T. FARLEY,

&n
Prep.

charges

"Number, Please?"
"Plpps tells me that he was once
connected with a large corporation."
"Tes; 'Central' gave him the connection, I believe."

Try .'gut. Ad. lnTC:o QpCb'a
"VJcnS Go!::::::: 3"

